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CHAPTER 1  

 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 

1.1 THE CEREBELLUM 
 

The cerebellum is a structure located at the most posterior part of the brain below the temporal and 

occipital lobes and is highly recognizable by its highly foliated appearance (Fig. 1-1). It accounts for 

10% of total brain weight, though it contains somewhere between 60-80% of the total number of 

neurons in the brain – equivalent to roughly 60 billion neurons (Herculano-Houzel, 2010; Sereno et 

al., 2020). In fact, the cerebellar cortex is much more tightly folded than the cerebral cortex, with a 

surface area that is estimated 

to be 10cm in width, but 

almost a meter in length 

(Sereno et al., 2020).  

Historically, the cerebellum 

has been considered a motor 

structure, these ideas 

developed due to patients with 

lesions within the cerebellum 

that produced noticeable 

impairments in motor control. 

Large numbers of reports from 

the last two centuries have cited both patient and animal research in which cerebellar lesions resulted 

in movement disorders such as ataxia, dysmetria, dysarthria, and other clinical features, including a 

landmark study showing loss of coordinated wing movements in pigeons with cerebellar damage 

(Dow & Moruzzi, 1958; Flourens, 1842; Grimaldi, 2013; Russel, 1894). 
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Figure 1-1. A sagittal view of the brain (top right) zoomed in to show the 
cerebellum and brainstem structures (bottom left). Image created from altered 
vector stock and Adobe photos. https://stock.adobe.com. 
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Anatomy & function 

The cerebellum consists of two hemispheres, connected by the vermis, a central midline structure, 

and is traditionally sub-divided into three main lobes the anterior, posterior, and flocculonodular, 

based on two fissures that split the cerebellum horizontally (Fig. 1-1). The primary fissure separates 

the anterior and posterior lobes, while the posterolateral fissure separates the posterior and 

flocculonodular lobes.  The cerebellum can also be phylogenetically classified into the 

vestibulocerebellum, spinocerebellum, and cerebrocerebellum (Fig. 1-2) (Purves et al., 2018). The 

oldest portion, the vestibulocerebellum, primarily receives input from the vestibular system and is 

important for maintaining balance. The phylogenetically intermediate portion are most medial part, 

the spinocerebellum, receives 

direct input from the spinal cord. 

The most recently developed part 

and most lateral, the 

cerebrocerebellum, receives input 

from various parts of the cerebral 

cortex. Processing information 

from many varied inputs requires 

a lot of computational power. Like 

the cerebrum, it has a highly 

convoluted surface of grey matter 

that surrounds a white matter core, 

which in turn surrounds the four 

pairs of deep cerebellar nuclei. 

The cortex contains three layers, 

Figure 1-2. Phylogenetic breakdown of the cerebellum. Three divisions 
are shown in varying shades of blue. The cerebrocerebellum is shown 
in lightest blue color (most lateral) and is phylogenetically the newest. 
The spinocerebellum occupies the median and paramedian areas of the 
cerebellum and is shown in blue. The vestibulocerebellum is shown in 
the darkest blue. Located at the base of the cerebellum, it is 
phylogenetically the oldest part of the cerebellum.  
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the external molecular layer, the Purkinje cell layer (middle), and the internal granule cell layer. 

Incoming input from the cerebrum travels through climbing and mossy fibers to reach the cerebellar 

cortex where they eventually synapse onto Purkinje cells. The Purkinje cells then project in turn to 

deep cerebellar nuclei. These cells are the only output cells of the cerebellar cortex, and are 

GABAergic, meaning the output of the cerebellar cortex is solely inhibitory. This description of 

information though the cerebellar pathway is basic in nature and excludes significant interactions 

between interneurons and the nuances of interneuronal communication. However, it does underline 

one of the primary features of information processing within the cerebellum, which is to integrate 

and deconstruct incoming information from the body and the brain and then modulate the information 

to send in a feedforward fashion through the deep cerebellar nuclei. Thus, the cerebellum functions 

to continuously monitor, regulate, and fine-tune incoming information from various parts of the brain 

(Purves et al., 2018). For the most studied cerebellar role, motor movement, inputs from motor cortex, 

brainstem nuclei, and sensory receptors throughout the body are integrated, and the cerebellum then 

sends out new information on how to coordinate muscle contractions, joint positioning, tendon 

tension and force, etc.  to maintain action, posture, balance, and allow for smooth coordinated 

movements. This is a complex process (and this example is solely in the context of motor control), 

which requires multi-level integration and synthesis to produce a refined output. If any component 

in this process breaks down, it will likely result in movement dysfunction, which can present itself 

through a wide variety of symptoms. 

 

Cerebellar Dysfunction 

There are a few ways that cerebellar disorders can be classified: 1. Congenital/developmental, 2. 

Acquired, 3. Inherited/Genetic, and 4. Degenerative (Roostaei et al., 2014; Valente et al., 2018). 

Congenital/developmental cerebellar diseases occur when parts of the cerebellum do not develop 

completely or correctly. Examples of these are Joubert syndrome in which the cerebellar vermis does 
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not completely develop, Dandy-Walker syndrome in which the cerebellum and fourth ventricle do 

not develop completely, and Chiari malformations, in which cerebellar tissue extends into the spinal 

canal due to a misshapen or atypically small skull. Acquired cerebellar diseases occur later in life, 

sometimes as a consequence of a previous infection, dysfunctional metabolism, traumatic brain 

injury, drug/toxin ingestion, or vascular damage, such as a stroke. Genetic cerebellar disorders can 

be caused by a variety of DNA alterations including single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), 

insertions or deletions, larger copy number variants, and nucleotide repeat expansions, X-linked, 

autosomal-recessive, or autosomal-dominant, both inherited and de novo (Valente et al., 2018). One 

of the most common autosomal dominant ataxias are spinocerebellar ataxias (SCAs). Finally, 

degenerative cerebellar diseases are those in which there is progressive loss of cells in the cerebellum 

that lead to worsening disease over time. Cerebellar symptoms can occur in isolation or as part of a 

larger neurological condition. Proper diagnosis of patient conditions requires a clinical examination 

including instructions to test a variety of motor-related tasks that the cerebellum is known to be 

responsible for including coordination, balance, smooth movements, and goal-directed actions.  

The cerebellum is highly interconnected with the cerebral cortex and the classical view for 

how these areas interacted stated that information was projected from all four lobes (frontal, parietal, 

temporal, occipital), integrated within cerebellar circuits, then projected out through the ventrolateral 

nucleus of the thalamus where it was believed to only project to a single cortical area, M1 – primary 

motor cortex (Bostan & Strick, 2018). Therefore, prior views assumed cerebellar network 

connections with cerebral cortex served to integrate information across multiple cortical areas, 

perform a sensorimotor transformation based on the input, and then convey updated results to motor 

cortex to modulate movement. Further, given these views, any abnormal activity in this circuit would 

solely result in impairments to motor control. However, in the last few decades, emerging evidence 

is challenging this singular role of the cerebellum (Akkal et al., 2007; Ben-Yehudah & Fiez, 2008; 
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Ben-Yehudah et al., 2007; Bostan & Strick, 2018; Middleton & Strick, 1998, 2000; Strick et al., 

2009).  

 

Cerebellar Neurocognition 

The cerebellum was considered for many years to only be responsible for motor function, balance, 

and coordination, but as mentioned earlier, the cerebellum contains more than half of all the neurons 

in the brain, so it was unlikely that such a structure would solely be relegated to motor control. In 

fact, there were anecdotal mentions of behavioral symptoms in early reports investigating cerebellar 

diseases, with the earliest reports from France in the mid 1800s, but they lacked pathological 

verification, and the attention stayed on cerebellar contributions to motor rather than non-motor 

function (Andral, 1848; Combettes, 1831; Knoepfel & Macken, 1947; J D Schmahmann & Sherman, 

1998; Jeremy D. Schmahmann, 1991). In the 1980s, a few studies published findings that patients 

with cerebellar degeneration or cerebellar stroke presented with cognitive dysfunction directly related 

to the cerebellar disease (Bracke-Tolkmitt et al., 1989; Kish et al., 1988; Henrietta C. Leiner et al., 

1986). Then, over the course of the next decade, studies continued to show relationships between 

cerebellar dysfunction and cognitive deficits, including, but not limited to, increased planning times, 

poor verbal fluency, visuospatial deficits, impaired linguistic processing and expression, and 

abnormal mood/affect (Appollonio et al., 1993; Botez-Marquard & Botez, 1993; Grafman et al., 

1992; H C Leiner et al., 1993; Henrietta C. Leiner et al., 1986; Levisohn et al., 2000; Molinari et al., 

1997; Wallesch & Horn, 1990). These findings spanned a variety of ages, disease states, and 

neuropsychological testing paradigms, and were not widely accepted enough to expand the role of 

the cerebellum to include non-motor behaviors. Finally, a landmark study in 1998 by Schmahmann 

and Sherman was performed to test patients with diseases specific to the cerebellum to assess whether 

there were clinically relevant cognitive and behavioral changes in these patients using a combination 

of neurological examinations, bedside mental status testing, and neuropsychological evaluations 
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(Schmahmann & Sherman, 1998). Their results revealed a pattern of behavioral abnormalities, which 

they termed the ‘cerebellar cognitive affective syndrome’ (CCAS) and included many of the 

previously described impairments, such as visuospatial deficits, personality change with blunted 

affect or disinhibited behavior, language production difficulties, and a variety of executive 

dysfunctions in planning, set-shifting, abstract reasoning, verbal fluency, working memory, and 

attention (Schmahmann & Sherman, 1998). This study laid the groundwork for future investigations 

into the precise mechanisms by which the cerebellum contributes to cognition and behavior. Lesion 

studies along the midline of the cerebellum in a rodent model showed that those with lesions had 

increased perseverative behaviors, deficits in attention, especially to novel stimuli, and an increase 

in disinhibited impulsive-like behaviors further implicating the cerebellum in modulating behavioral 

actions (Bobée et al., 2000). The next step was to track down what area(s) of the cerebellum were 

important for behavioral regulation, and how those were interconnected with other areas of the brain.  

A study by Bostan et al., (2010) used retrograde transneuronal transport of a rabies virus to investigate 

the origins of some multi-synaptic inputs to the cerebellum. They found that the subthalamic nucleus, 

a dopamine rich region of the midbrain (and the origin spot of the nigrostriatal pathway), has a 

disynaptic projection to the cerebellar cortex that is topographically organized and likely forms a 

highly integrated functional network. Another study showed direct dopaminergic projections from 

the ventral tegmental area (VTA; the origin spot for the mesocorticolimbic system) to the cerebellum 

and found detectable levels of dopamine in the posterior lobules of the cerebellum (Glaser et al., 

2006). Further research implicating a role for the cerebellum in dopaminergic pathways showed that, 

in humans, dopamine D1-3 receptors, tyrosine hydroxylase (a dopamine precursor), and dopamine 

transporter mRNA were all found of the vermis of the cerebellum in post-mortem brains of normal 

individuals (Hurley et al., 2003). Interestingly, when comparing the amount of mRNA expression to 

Parkinson’s patients, they found that Parkinson’s patients had significant reductions in D1 and D2 

receptor mRNA in lobule IX, and significant reductions in tyrosine hydroxylase in lobule X, 
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suggesting that dopaminergic dysfunction in Parkinson’s disease extends beyond the basal ganglia 

into the cerebellum. Furthermore, it was shown that cortical regulation of striatal activity, a region 

highly associated with impulsive behaviors, could be modulated by the cerebellum (Moers-Hornikx 

et al., 2009). This modulation could be regulated through a few cerebellar afferent pathways: 1. 

Indirect cerebellar connections to the VTA through the reticulotegmental and pedunculopontine 

nuclei (Carbo-Gas et al., 2014) 2. Indirect connections to the VTA that first pass through the 

mediodorsal and ventrolateral nuclei of the thalamus (Rogers et al., 2011), and 3. Direct projections 

from deep cerebellar nuclei to the VTA (Carta et al., 2019; Watabe-Uchida et al., 2012). These 

findings collectively implicated the cerebellum in dopaminergic pathways. Cerebellar connections 

with the VTA provide a pathway for cerebellar modulation/influence on the major pathway in the 

brain thought to be responsible for reward, motivation, salience, and social behaviors – all 

contributing factors in disinhibited and impulsive actions (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010; J. W. Dalley 

& Roiser, 2012; Koob & Volkow, 2016; Volkow et al., 2019, 2017; Wise & Rompre, 1989).  

 

Although further research is needed to fully understand the role of the cerebellum in 

impulsivity and behavioral regulation, there exists a working hypothesis for how these networks are 

functioning. Cerebellar dysfunction results in an increase in striatal-cerebellum activity while 

decreasing prefrontal-cerebellar activity which results in an overactive “go” system at the expense of 

top-down “no-go” inhibitory control (Miquel et al., 2019). The cerebellum is thought to be critical in 

restraining ongoing actions by adjusting prefrontal activity in response to new and continued input 

of sensory information that is integrated in the cerebellar cortex. This hypothesis is supported by 

studies in both animals and humans, in which electrical and non-invasive stimulation of cerebellar 

activity resulted in a modulatory effect on prefrontal cortical activity (Forster & Blaha, 2003; Schutter 

et al., 2003; T. C. Watson et al., 2014). Current hypotheses presented by Miquel and colleagues 

predict that inhibiting activity in the cerebellar cortex (invasively via designer receptor exclusively 
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activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) or non-invasively with transcranial magnetic stimulation) 

should increase impulsive and compulsive symptomatology (Miquel et al., 2019). Conversely, 

stimulation of the cerebellar cortex should improve behavioral inhibitory control. It’s important to 

note that these hypotheses are strictly related to cerebellar cortical manipulation; opposite predictions 

are suggested for direct manipulations in the deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN), since these nuclei receive 

tonic inhibition from the cerebellar cortex. In this dissertation, I will assess contributions of the 

cerebellum to frontal behaviors, with an emphasis on dopamine-related behaviors such as impulsivity 

and disinhibition.  

 
1.2 MOVEMENT DISORDERS  

 

Parkinson’s Disease 

Epidemiology - This disease is found worldwide, and is present across multiple subgroups of race, 

ethnicity, geography, environment, and genotypes, though in varying amounts. For example, rates of 

Parkinson’s Disease are higher in Israel (perhaps reflecting the higher prevalence of genetic 

mutations in this population, particularly Ashkenazi Jews (Chillag-Talmor et al., 2011), while the 

incidence of PD diagnoses are higher in men of Japanese descent living in Hawaii compared to 

Japanese men living in Japan, supporting the idea that environment plays a role (Morens et al., 1996). 

PD is not sex linked and can be found in both sexes, though the male sex can be more likely to 

develop PD than females, with a couple of studies finding that men were diagnosed at a rate twice as 

high as females (Baldereschi et al., 2000; Gillies et al., 2014), although incidence in males vs. females 

may depend on ethnicity (Jellinger, 2014). It’s likely that in most PD cases, there are complex 

interactions between environmental factors and genetic background that occur to produce the disease 

state. Two forms of PD are recognized: a familial, or early-onset form of PD in which a genetic 

mutation, usually one of the ‘PARK’ family, DYT5 or SCA mutations are present, and an idiopathic, 

or sporadic form, also known as late-onset PD, which is the most common form and does not have a 
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direct genetic component. Although there have been several genetic and experimental models that 

have been studied over the years, there is no completely optimal model of this disease, and the precise 

etiology still remains elusive. The overall estimated prevalence for PD is 1-3% of the population over 

age 65, increasing to 4% over age 80, totaling to roughly 7-10 million people worldwide (Jellinger, 

2014). With increasing life expectancies of the general population, it is likely we will see both the 

occurrence and prevalence of PD rising in the next couple of decades.  
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Neuropathology  

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) 

is a known progressive 

neurodegenerative 

disorder that selectively 

target dopamine neurons 

in the brain, particularly 

in the substantia nigra, 

which can be seen clearly 

via imaging techniques 

such as magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) 

and on autopsy (Fig 1-3). 

The degeneration of these 

neurons leads to a 

decrease in the overall 

level of dopamine in the 

brain, which is 

responsible for several 

functions, but has a 

primary role in motor movement.  

Additionally, these patients present with Lewy body inclusions, which are abnormal α-synuclein 

protein aggregates that reside inside neuronal cells. The Lewy body pathology is observed in 

particular brain areas, particularly affecting cholinergic and monoaminergic neurons in the brainstem 

A. 80-year-old 
Male, no PD 

B. 76-year-old 
male, 
confirmed PD 

C. 68-year-old 
female, no PD 

D. 70-year-old 
female, 
confirmed PD 

Figure 1-3. Macroscopic specimens (rows A, B) and neuromelanin magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) sections (rows C, D) of the substantia nigra pars 
compacta (SNc). (A) Macroscopic specimens from the brain of an 80-year-old male 
cadaver without Parkinson’s disease (PD) or other central nervous system disorder. 
(B) Macroscopic specimens from the brain of a 76-year-old man with pathologically 
proven PD. The neuromelanin pigment of the SNc (white arrowheads) is greatly 
reduced in row C compared to row B, owing to neuronal depletion. (C) 
Neuromelanin MRI of pons and midbrain of a 68-year-old healthy woman. 
Hyperintensity areas are found at locations corresponding to the SNc (white 
arrowheads), in close correlation with the findings in (A). (D) Neuromelanin MRI 
of pons and midbrain of a 70-year-old woman with PD. The hyperintensity areas 
indicating the SNc (arrowheads) do not stand out, presumably because of decreased 
neuromelanin content resulting from neuronal depletion. Edited from Sasaki et al., 
2006. 
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and olfactory areas, but as the disease progresses are also seen in limbic and frontal cortical areas, 

which is a distinctly different pattern of progression from other synuclienopathies such as 

Alzheimer’s which tends to be more concentrated in the limbic brain regions (Jellinger, 2014; Kon 

et al., 2020; Wakabayashi et al., 2013). 

Although most of the pathophysiology of PD has been studied in the substantia nigra and in 

the striatum, a few studies have investigated the cerebellum as a target for PD pathology. A rodent 

study investigating mutations in proteins associated with familial PD found α-synuclein in the 

cerebellum granule cell layer and dentate nucleus, regions not directly associated with Parkinson’s 

disease (Solano et al., 2000). In a human model, Piao et al. (2003) found that in some PD patients, α-

synuclein aggregates could be seen in the molecular layer of the cerebellar cortex. A recent study 

found both neuronal and oligodendroglial α-synuclein aggregates in the cerebella of twelve PD 

subjects with no α-synuclein aggregates seen in control cerebella. The cerebellum is not included in 

normal Braak staging of Parkinson’s disease, however, given the inclusion of α-synuclein aggregates 

in multiple studies, a new staging model that includes cerebellar involvement may be warranted 

(Braak et al., 2003; Visanji et al., 2014).  

 

Diagnosis and symptomatology - Dopamine depletion from increasing disease burden results in the 

commonly seen symptoms in PD grouped under the acronym TRAP: Tremor at rest, Rigidity (stiff 

and inflexible muscles), Akinesia (or bradykinesia, which can include slow movement, micrographia, 

small voice, and a decreased arm swing), and Postural instability. These four cardinal symptoms were 

described by James Parkinson in 1817, for whom the disease has been named, although recent 

evidence has emerged that this disease and its four hallmark signs were described more than 120 

years earlier by a Hungarian by the name of Ferenc Pápai Páriz (Bereczki, 2010; Parkinson, 2002). 

Clinical criteria for diagnosis have been established by the UK Parkinson Disease Society Brain 

Bank, Movement Disorder Society, and the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke 
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(NINDS), which allows for reliable and confident diagnoses (S. E. Daniel & Lees, 1993; Goetz et 

al., 2008). In addition to the cardinal motor features, a majority of PD patients experience non-motor 

symptoms (Antonini et al., 2017; Fengler et al., 2017a; Hlavatá et al., 2020; O’Callaghan & Lewis, 

2017b; W Poewe, 2008; Weintraub & Mamikonyan, 2019; D. J. Zgaljardic et al., 2003). Non-motor 

symptoms can affect a wide variety of functions, including sleep disorders such as REM sleep 

behavior disorder (RBD), autonomic dysfunction (e.g., orthostatic hypotension, urogenital 

dysfunction, and constipation), sensory dysfunction (mostly loss of smell), cognitive dysfunction 

(e.g., memory impairment, frontal executive deficits, dementia), and behavioral changes, including 

impulsive-compulsive behaviors (ICBs) which will be expanded upon further later in this chapter. 

Understanding the role of non-motor symptoms is critical because these can antedate the presentation 

of classical motor symptoms by years, or even decades (Poewe et al., 2017). Further, many 

medication and treatment regimens consist of either dopamine replacement therapy and/or a 

dopamine agonist (see Table 1-1 for commonly used medications). While these medications provide 

relief from the motor symptoms of this disease, they have been found to be the most important risk 

factor for developing impulsive-compulsive behaviors (Maréchal et al., 2015; Weintraub et al., 

2010).  

Unfortunately, currently, there is no cure for Parkinson’s Disease, and early diagnosis and 

clinical treatment are the best ways to increase longevity and quality of life in this patient population. 

The biggest challenges for modern medicine are developing novel biomarkers in the preclinical 

disease stages and development of putative disease-modifying therapies to stop or even prevent 

neurological damage from occurring.  
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Table 1-1. Common medications used to treat Parkinson's Disease 

Medication name Description 

Carbidopa/Levodopa 

The most commonly prescribed dopamine replacement therapy, also 
called L-dopa. This medication provides the chemical precursor for 
dopamine, which can then be converted to dopamine once it reaches 
the brain. This medication is particularly good at controlling/mitigating 
bradykinesia, and stiff or rigid body parts, though it is associated with 
wearing off and dyskinesia between doses, which can result in some 
discomfort for patients. Some of this can be eased by using extended-
release forms of this type of medication. As the disease progresses, both 
dose strength and frequency tend to increase, which can result in 
appearance or increase in hallucinations, delusions, motor 
complications, and orthostatic hypotension side effects. 

Dopamine Agonists: 
Pramipexole 
Ropinirole 

Rotigotine (transdermal) 
Apomorphine 

Hydrochloride (injection) 

These are also commonly prescribed and function by mimicking the 
action of dopamine at dopamine receptors. These can be useful for 
patients who are worried about dyskinesias, want something other than 
an oral option (transdermal or subcutaneous agonists are available), or 
who want less frequent dosing schedules, although they can be used in 
concert with levodopa therapy as well. Use of these medications early-
on in the disease can delay the need for levodopa, which has the added 
benefit of delaying exposure to levodopa-induced dyskinesia. 
Additionally, most are available in an extended-release option. However, 
these drugs tend not to offer the same amount of symptom relief as 
levodopa and come with their own side effects to consider. Peripheral 
edema, orthostasis, psychosis, drowsiness, and importantly, impulse 
control disorders are well documented potential side effects. 

Monoamine oxidase 
(MAO) inhibitors: 

selegiline 
rasagiline 

These drugs work by preventing the breakdown of dopamine, increasing 
the time spent in the extracellular space, which can increase the chance 
it will bind to receptors. There is some evidence that taking either 
selegiline or rasagiline can slow the progression of Parkinson's, but this 
needs further investigation (Pålhagen et al., 2006; Olanow et al., 2009; 
Hoy and Keating., 2012). Selegiline has reported side effects including 
nausea, dizziness or fainting, and stomach pain, while rasagiline's side 
effects can include headache joint pain, indigestion, and/or depression. 

catechol-o-
methyltransferase 
(COMT) inhibitors: 

entacapone 
tolcapone 

These drugs work by inhibiting an enzyme (catechol-o-
methyltransferase) from breaking down levodopa in the periphery, 
which allows a higher concentration to cross the blood-brain barrier to 
be converted to dopamine. When used in combination with levodopa 
therapies, these can help increase a patient's time with controlled 
symptoms with less "wearing off" effects. 
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Essential Tremor 

Epidemiology  - Essential tremor (ET) is a common movement disorder, and the most common cause 

of action tremor with an estimated worldwide prevalence of 3.2 cases per 1,000 individuals, with the 

incidence increasing with age, rising to 28.7 cases per 1,000 individuals over the age of 80 (Welton 

et al., 2021). It tends to be characterized by an action tremor, usually of an upper limb, without other 

neurological signs, through a wide range of symptoms can accompany ET. It is defined according to 

clinical characteristics rather than etiology, as no single marker or test alone is sufficient to identify 

ET. Therefore, there has historically been an inconsistent application of diagnostic criteria, which 

could lead to inaccurate reports of the prevalence. For example, the inclusion of individuals with 

mild tremor as ET have likely contributed to high prevalence (55% of individuals over the age of 40) 

in Finland (Rautakorpi et al., 1982). It’s currently considered a ‘tremor syndrome’ according to a 

2018 consensus statement by the task force on tremor of the International Parkinson and Movement 

Disorder Society (MDS), although it doesn’t appear that any epidemiological studies have used the 

MDS criteria for tremor yet. Like PD, essential tremor has a familial and sporadic type. Familial ET 

has a heritable component and tends to have a younger age at onset, while sporadic ET has an older 

age at onset comparatively but tends to have a more rapid disease progression. Interestingly, more 

than half of patients with ET have a positive family history of this disorder, and those with a first-

degree relative with a positive diagnosis are nearly five times more likely to have ET than those 

without a family history (Elan D. Louis, Ford, et al., 2001; Sullivan et al., 2004). There does not seem 

to be any obvious sex differences in prevalence, though women tend to have a high incidence of head 

tremor, and more severe head tremor, while men tend to have more severe postural tremor (Hardesty 

et al., 2004; Hubble et al., 1997; Elan D Louis et al., 2003). 
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Neuropathology - As mentioned above, diagnosing essential tremor was usually based on clinical 

presentation of symptoms and possible family history rather than reliance on specific etiology, and 

until recently, there was wide consensus that there were no identifiable pathological changes in the 

brains of ET patients (Elan D. Louis & Vonsattel, 2008; Welton et al., 2021). One of the likely reasons 

this view was popular, was because ET is pathologically heterogeneous. Studies have demonstrated 

two common differing pathologies 1. Patients who have degenerative changes in the cerebellum, 

making up some ~75% of cases and 2. A smaller proportion of patients who have Lewy body 

pathology in the brainstem, particularly in the locus coeruleus (LC)  (Hallett, 2012; Helmich et al., 

2013; Elan D. Louis, 2009; Elan D. Louis, Barnes, et al., 2001; Elan D. Louis & Faust, 2020). The 

more common form of cerebellar ET is marked by morphological changes in Purkinje cells and 

overall reduction in number of Purkinje cells. In both cases, the symptoms tend to progress and there 

is data showing a modest increased risk of mortality in ET (E D Louis et al., 2007) Taken together, 

this profile would indicate that ET is a neurodegenerative disease, but a review of the literature by 

Rajput et al. (2012) suggests that there are no consistent abnormalities reported across ET 

neuropathology research, with some patients showing Purkinje cell dysmorphia and some not, and it 

cannot be classified as a neurodegenerative disorder. Interestingly, imaging findings showing 

functional abnormalities with increased activity in cerebellar connections using positron emission 

tomography (PET) have been published (Jenkins et al., 1993; Wills et al., 1995). Additionally, a 

decrease in cerebellar volume using voxel based morphometry has also been observed (Bagepally et 

al., 2012). Although the precise mechanisms of ET pathology are still being investigated, it seems 

the prevailing opinion is that the cerebellum is implicated in ET disease and continued advances in 

imaging and pathology technology will help clarify this disease etiology.   

 

Diagnosis and symptomatology – Although heterogeneous in nature, in fact, there is a paper 

published by a prominent ET researcher entitled ‘Essential Tremor: A family of neurodegenerative 
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disorders?’ (Elan D. Louis, 2009), there is a core common feature of essential tremor, tremor. To 

further prove that this disease is heterogenous, the tremor profile is multi-faceted, including kinetic, 

postural, intention tremor, and tremor at rest (Cohen et al., 2003; Koller & Rubino, 1985; Elan D. 

Louis, 2009; Rajput et al., 2012). Kinetic tremor tends to be more severe than postural tremor, and 

frequently presents in the arms, head, and/or jaw. There is also an increasing body of literature that 

shows a variety of non-motor symptoms as well. A portion of the non-motor symptoms are cognitive 

features, particularly executive dysfunction and deficits in memory (Bermejo-Pareja, 2011; Vijay 

Chandran & Pal, 2012; Gasparini et al., 2001). Louis et al. (2010) suggest that these cognitive deficits 

reflect ‘difficulty with initiation and maintenance of information processing strategies’, which is 

similar to deficits seen in patients with cerebellar lesions resulting in impaired cerebellar-thalamo-

cortical processing. Additionally, several studies both cross-sectional and longitudinal have 

demonstrated that ET patients are at a significantly increased risk of developing dementia compared 

to age-matched otherwise healthy peers (Bermejo-Pareja et al., 2007; Thawani et al., 2009). Another 

common symptom seen in ET is depression. In a large study done in India, ET patients had 

significantly higher rates of depression, as measured with the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale, 

than controls (V. Chandran et al., 2012). This finding was also seen in a cohort in Turkey using the 

Beck Depression Inventory, and in Korea using the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale 

(S. M. Lee et al., 2015; Sengul et al., 2015). Although depression could be a secondary response to 

tremor, one study found that baseline self-reported depression was associated with increased risk of 

incident ET, suggesting that it could be a primary feature of ET (Louis et al., 2007). In addition to 

depressive symptoms, anxiety is also commonly reported in ET populations. The studies performed 

in India and Turkey (mentioned above) also assessed anxiety levels and both studies found 

significantly higher rates of anxiety compared to matched controls (V. Chandran et al., 2012; Sengul 

et al., 2015).  
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Understanding whether these neuropsychiatric features are pre-morbid or co-morbid is still 

unclear, though regardless, they still impact patient well-being and quality of life. New and continued 

research into non-motor symptoms associated with this disease could help clarify the biological basis 

of this disease and improve our understanding of the full clinical spectrum of essential tremor.  

 

1.3 IMPULSIVITY 
 
Impulsivity is a broad, multifaceted construct, and in its broadest terms describes poor self-control 

which is characterized by decision-making without forethought or regard for consequences 

(Bakhshani, 2014; Jeffrey W. Dalley et al., 2011; J. Evenden, 1999; J. L. Evenden, 1999; Moeller et 

al., 2001). In the past few decades, impulsivity has been increasingly recognized as playing a central 

role in several neuropsychiatric disorders (Antonelli et al., 2011; Bornovalova et al., 2005; Housden 

et al., 2010; Rao et al., 2010; Swann, 2009; Swann et al., 2002; Winstanley et al., 2006). Impulsivity 

was previously thought of as a unitary construct, but over time has evolved into a multi-factorial 

construct that comprises varied components of behavior. Because impulsivity is a broad construct, a 

precise definition is challenging and ways to measure impulsivity vary in experimental studies. 

 

Neural substrates of impulsivity 

The classic view of the neural substrates relating to impulsivity come from the extensive research 

done around addiction behaviors, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, obsessive compulsive 

disorder, psychosis, and aggression as impulsivity features as a central feature in all of these (Diaz et 

al., 2022; J. Evenden, 1999; Figee et al., 2016; Hollander & Rosen, 2000; Hoptman, 2015; J. H. Kim 

et al., 2013; King et al., 2003; P. Smith et al., 2006). Dopamine (DA), a monoamine neurotransmitter, 

is central to impulsive behaviors because of its role in motivation, incentive salience, reward 

processing and valuation, learning, and motor control. Dopamine is produced in two major nuclei in 

the brain, the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and in the substantia nigra (SN). Projections from these 
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two brain areas have classically been divided into three (or four, although the tuberoinfundibular 

pathway will not be described here) networks based on anatomical relationships (Beauchaine et al., 

2015). The nigrostriatal pathway consists of dopaminergic projections from the substantia nigra 

project to the dorsal striatum, made up of the caudate nucleus and putamen and is associated with 

motor function, reward-related cognition, and associative learning. The other two pathways both have 

dopamine projections that originate in the ventral tegmental area (VTA). These are the mesolimbic 

and mesocortical pathways, although in the context of impulsivity have strong interconnections 

between the pathways and will be referred to as the mesocorticolimbic (MCL) pathway. 

Dopaminergic projections from the VTA connect to the ventral striatum (which is generally also 

known as the nucleus accumbens in the human impulsivity literature). Dopamine also projects from 

the VTA to the prefrontal cortex, amygdala, hippocampus, and cingulate cortex (mesocorticolimbic 

projections are shown in Figure (1-4). DA has a wide variety of regulatory functions, including 

neuroendocrine secretion, motor control, emotion and affect, and behavioral responses to rewarding 

stimuli. Neurotransmission of dopamine is regulated at several points including: DA synthesis, 

uptake and vesicular transport. Additionally, neurotransmitter receptors in DA neurons can provide 

feedback, regulate release, and conditionally drive local DA release (D. Sulzer et al., 2017; David 

Sulzer et al., 2005; Taber & Hurley, 2014). Alterations in dopamine neurotransmission have been 

implicated, directly or indirectly, in several brain disorders. For example, degeneration of dopamine 

neurons in the substantia nigra highly contributes to pathogenesis of Parkinson’s disease (which is 

explained in more detail in section 1.3). Additionally, imbalances in dopamine within the MCL 

system are thought to contribute to other disorders and these regions together have been implicated 

specifically in impulsive behaviors (Czernecki et al., 2002; Filip et al., 2018; Hammes et al., 2019; 

Hlavatá et al., 2020; B. Kim et al., 2018; Koh et al., 2020; Rao et al., 2010; Rice et al., 2011). 
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The prefrontal cortex (PFC) contains distinct regions within it that are crucially involved in 

cognitive flexibility, planning future actions, modulating attention, abstract rule application, 

inhibiting impulse action, and decision-making. A direct role for the PFC in regulating impulsive 

behaviors was shown in 2010, when human subjects were given transcranial magnetic stimulation 

(TMS), analogous to temporary and reversible lesion, in the dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC; Figner et al., 

2010). Results showed that participants who received TMS showed increased preference for 

immediate rewards over larger delayed rewards, though only while the TMS was active. These 

findings indicated a critical role in the PFC for self-regulation regarding rewarding choices. Further, 

rodent models have provided evidence for a causal role of the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) in impulsive 

decision making (another distinct region of the PFC) through behavioral measurements on the stop-

signal task following a lesion of the OFC (this task is explained in the next section Measuring 

Impulsivity; (Eagle et al., 2008). Lesions of the OFC resulted in impaired stop-signal task 

performance in this model 

(interpreted as increased 

impulsivity), while lesions of the 

infralimbic cortex did not.  

The orbitofrontal cortex 

also shares bidirectional 

connections with the amygdala, a 

limbic area also considered to 

play a role in the MCL circuitry. 

More than fifty years ago, 

nonhuman primate studies 

showed that primates with 

amygdala lesions had impaired 

Figure 1-4. Cartoon depicting the mesocorticolimbic dopamine 
system (simplified). Dopamine neurons (yellow) in the ventral 
tegmental area (VTA) project to the amygdala (AMY, light purple), 
hippocampus (HIPP, blue), nucleus accumbens (NAc, green), and 
prefrontal cortex (PFC, dark blue). Crosstalk between these regions 
occurs through excitatory glutamate projections (red), and 
inhibitory GABA projections (dark blue). 
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ability to link specific objects to food rewards, which provided the basis for considering the role of 

the amygdala in stimulus-reward association. This research has been expanded upon in more recent 

years, and Murray and Izquierdo performed an elaborate set of studies to investigate the role of the 

amygdala and OFC in affective processing (Izquierdo & Murray, 2004; Murray & Izquierdo, 2007). 

Results showed that both the OFC and amygdala are critically important in linking objects with 

outcome valuations and that these structures communicate with each other (and presumably other 

areas of the brain) to guide choices based on value signals. Although reward valuation is not itself 

impulsivity, impulsive actions and choices are highly related to finding stimuli appetitive or 

rewarding. Dawe and colleagues proposed a two-component model in 2004 that explains how these 

constructs are related (Dawe et al., 2004; Dawe & Loxton, 2004). Reward sensitivity is the tendency 

to approach appetitive stimuli and is the catalyst for setting up the approach response, whereas 

impulsivity is the resulting engagement of an unplanned and spontaneous behavior in response to a 

given appetitive stimulus and is usually characterized by the disregard for future consequences or 

risks of taking action. In addition to the OFC, the amygdala also has a lot of interactions with sensory 

cortex, and these amygdala-cortico pathways have been suggested to play a role in perceptual 

processing of environmental stimuli such that the amygdala provides a “top-down” control of 

emotion on perception, playing an important role in assigning attention to what is decided to be 

relevant stimuli. Further, new findings have provided increased evidence for a modulatory role of the 

amygdala (and hippocampus) in motor control in a stop-signal task (Aoki et al., 2019; Ishikawa et 

al., 2008; Mann et al., 2021), overall suggesting that there is limbic regulation of actional control, 

which is affected in diseases where the dopamine system is impacted.  

Another key component of the mesocorticolimbic system is the nucleus accumbens (NAc). 

This structure is also frequently referred to in human literature as the ventral striatum (although 

technically the NAc and olfactory tubercle together make up the ventral striatum). The NAc has a 

high proportion of dopaminergic receptors and is known to play a role in tracking the value of 
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subjective stimuli, encoding reward prediction (and error), signaling the presence or expectation of a 

reward, and dysfunction of this region is associated with impulsive behaviors (Evans et al., 2006; 

Guo et al., 2020; J. Marín-Lahoz et al., 2020; Petersen et al., 2018; Stark, Smith, Lin, et al., 2018). 

In fact, the research robustness of dopamine and reward is such that the “dopamine hypothesis of 

reward” has become a ubiquitous feature of psychopharmacology and behavioral neuroscience 

(Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010; Koob & Volkow, 2016; Spanagel & Weiss, 1999). 

Correspondingly, researchers in the last couple of decades have uncovered the labor cost of 

dopamine, the processes involved in initiating and sustaining actions, including the exertion of 

effort needed to overcome obstacles. Further, motivation, or willingness to work to obtain a 

reinforcing stimulus, is an important regulating factor that contributes to effortful actions in order 

to obtain reward. The ventral striatum has been associated with motivation and effort impairments 

in a variety of psychopathologies (e.g., addiction) due to the heavy influence that dopamine plays 

here. The NAc receives substantial dopaminergic innervation from the VTA, and neurons within the 

NAc express the full variety of dopamine receptors, localized both pre- and post-synaptically in this 

region, underscoring the important influence of dopamine in this area of the brain (Neve, 2010). It’s 

thought that the NAc integrates information from limbic structures such as the amygdala and 

hippocampus as well as the prefrontal cortex to help regulate goal-directed (and reward-related) 

behaviors. In fact, anatomical and electrophysiological studies in rodents provide evidence for 

afferents projecting from the prefrontal cortex and limbic areas converging onto single NAc neurons, 

indicating information integration can occur in the NAc at the level of a single neuron (French & 

Totterdell, 2002; O’Donnell & Grace, 1995). Numerous studies, mostly thanks to animal models that 

allow for electrophysiological and pharmacological manipulations as well as behavioral assessments, 

have revealed the NAc to be a central hub for reward-related behaviors and have provided insights 

in the mechanisms by which information is processed in this structure. The NAc, and dopamine 

neurotransmission in particular, is critically important in maintaining a balance between limbic and 
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cortical drive. Dysfunction in this region has been associated with a wide variety of disorders, 

including Parkinson’s disease – especially in impulsive-compulsive behaviors (Caprioli et al., 2013; 

Stark, Smith, Lin, et al., 2018), Schizophrenia, ADHD, and has been highly studied in the context of 

drug addiction (Berridge & Robinson, 1998; Chudasama & Robbins, 2006; Ersche et al., 2020; Fotros 

et al., 2013a; Gifford et al., 2000; André Nieoullon, 2002; Plichta & Scheres, 2014; Tajima-Pozo et 

al., 2015; Winstanley et al., 2006).  

An extensive literature on decision-making processing in both animals and humans provides 

evidence for the involvement of the mesocorticolimbic areas, namely the prefrontal cortex, ventral 

striatum (NAc), and amygdala in impulsive choice. New and emerging evidence suggests the 

cerebellum may also fit into this system, playing a modulatory role in behavioral outcomes. 

Therefore, alterations to any of these structures may result in dysfunction within the larger network, 

contributing to impulsive behaviors.  

 

Measuring Impulsivity 

Although there are a myriad of ways to measure impulsivity in animal models, this dissertation will 

focus on impulsivity measures in human subjects. Impulsivity can be measured through behavioral 

assessments or through self-report. Behavioral paradigms tend to assess the facet of impulsivity that 

deals with inability to withhold or inhibit responses. For example, one of the most common measures 

is the Go/No-go Task (also known as the stop-signal reaction time task, or SSRT), in which a subject 

is tested on their ability to stop (no-go) and predetermined response and the number of errors (go on 

a no-go trial) is taken as a manifestation of impulsivity (Trommer et al., 1988). A second common 

measure of impulsivity assesses the value of immediate small rewards versus larger but delayed 

rewards, with the choice of immediate rewards being an index of impulsivity (Mischel et al., 1989). 

One of the advantages to using behavioral impulsivity tasks is to obtain neural responses during 

performance on the task. Several studies have used electroencephalogram (EEG), functional 
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magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), anatomical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and positron 

emission tomography (PET) to elucidate some of the neuroanatomical connections to impulsive 

behaviors in a wide variety of disease states in which impulsivity is a key symptom (Clark et al., 

2018; Filip et al., 2018; Koh et al., 2020; Korponay et al., 2017; Korponay & Koenigs, 2021; J.-Y. 

Lee et al., 2014; Logemann et al., 2010; O’Sullivan et al., 2011; C. T. Smith et al., 2018; Trujillo et 

al., 2019). Taken together these studies implicate fronto-striatal circuitry in impulsivity, though the 

specific findings tend to differ depending on the task given. Further, dopamine neurotransmission 

seems to be highly implicated when assessing impulsivity (C. T. Smith et al., 2018; Stark, Smith, 

Lin, et al., 2018; Pierre Trifilieff et al., 2017; Weiland et al., 2014). 

Self-report measures of impulsivity tend to have four common factors that assess various 

components of impulsivity (Whiteside & Lynam, 2001). These include a lack of premeditation, a 

lack of perseverance, sensation seeking, and urgency. One of the first impulsivity scales developed 

was the Impulsiveness Scale, which was designed to assess the personality traits of impulsivity, 

venturesomeness, and empathy, all of which were thought to contribute to risk-taking preferences (S. 

B. Eysenck & Eysenck, 1977). This was used in multiple populations and has since been updated to 

the Adult Impulsiveness Scale I7 as of 1984 (S. B. G. Eysenck et al., 1985). Ernest S. Barratt, Ph.D. 

was also a pioneer researcher in attempting to understand and assess impulsivity. He hypothesized 

that impulsive behavior and anxiety were inversely related to one another, and that impulsivity was 

not a unidimensional construct, but rather a multi-dimensional construct reflecting multiple sub-

domains. The Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS), currently in its 11th revision (BIS-11), was then 

developed after a long series of analyses and is one of the most commonly used self-report measures 

to this day (Patton et al., 1995; Stanford et al., 2009). This BIS-11 distinguishes three domains of 

impulsivity into attentional impulsivity, motor impulsivity, and nonplanning impulsivity – for further 

detail, see description of the BIS-11 and factor structure break down in Chapter 2. Whiteside and 

Lynam developed a more recent impulsivity scale, created after they conducted a factor analysis of 
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existing self-report scales to provide a single concise measure that captured differing aspects of 

impulsivity. This resulted in a 59-item questionnaire called the Urgency, Premeditation (lack of), 

Perseverance (lack of), Sensation seeking, Positive Urgency, Impulsive Behavior Scale (UPPS), 

which is also a well-known and validated tool to assess impulsivity (Whiteside & Lynam, 2001). 

This was then expanded to include a fifth scale of impulsivity, positive urgency, after findings 

showed that impulsive action under extreme positive emotions (rather than negative emotions) also 

existed and was not well represented or conceptualized resulting in the expansion of the acronym 

(UPPS-P) to include this new measure (Cyders et al., 2007). 

Interestingly, behavioral measures of impulsivity and self-report measures have been shown 

to have, at best, modest associations with each other (Meda et al., 2009). This is somewhat 

unsurprising given the broad dimensionality of impulsivity, these measures are likely capturing 

different aspects or constructs of this behavior, and therefore are related measures but not necessarily 

comparable measures. Impulsivity is assessed in healthy subjects and a Parkinson’s Disease cohort 

in Chapter 2 using the BIS-11.  

 

Impulsivity in Parkinson’s Disease 

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) patients, in addition to the cardinal motor symptoms, can present with 

personality-related changes. Previously, these patients were often described as stoic, serious, rigidly 

moral, more cautious, risk-averse, and score low on indices of novelty seeking even prior to clinical 

diagnosis (Menza et al., 1993). The explanation for these behaviors was hypothesized to be a result 

of damage to the mesolimbic dopamine system as disease pathology progresses through the brain, 

and results comparing PD to healthy controls supported the idea that novelty seeking was lower in 

PD subjects and was dopamine dependent (Menza et al., 1993; Robert Cloninger, 2013). In the 35 

years or so since these descriptions of the “PD personality” were published, interesting evidence has 

emerged that contradicts the idea that PD subjects are risk-averse or not interested in novelty. In fact, 
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more recent studies have shown that more than 25% of idiopathic Parkinson’s subjects meet criteria 

for an impulsive-compulsive disorder, although the percentages vary depending on the study 

(Antonini et al., 2017, 2011; Aumann et al., 2020; Evans et al., 2019; Garcia-Ruiz et al., 2014a; A. 

K. W. Lee et al., 2011; Valerie Voon et al., 2007; Weintraub & Claassen, 2017). Patients who 

experience high levels of impulsive behaviors, especially gambling (one of the most frequently 

studied behaviors in ICB subjects), can put extra stress on themselves, their caregivers, and their 

financial situations. One group found that pathological gambling resulted in an average loss of 

$129,000 (V Voon et al., 2006; Valerie Voon et al., 2007), although other common behaviors such 

as compulsive shopping and excessive hobbyism can also contribute to emotional and financial 

burden.  

Symptomatic therapy for PD includes dopamine replacement strategies that include L-dopa, a 

dopamine precursor, or dopamine receptor agonists. Use of dopamine receptor agonists (DAA) has 

been highly associated with development of impulsive-compulsive behaviors, though, interestingly, 

not all patients revert to normal behavior once taken off these medications, indicating other factors 

contribute to development of ICBs. Studies of risk factors for ICBs have suggested that a family 

history of alcohol abuse may increase the risk for a Parkinson’s patient to develop ICBs (Heiden et 

al., 2017). Other studies in PD show that males more than females, and a younger age at disease onset 

are associated risks of developing ICBs (Bhattacharjee, 2018a; Kon et al., 2018).  Currently, the most 

useful treatment option remains to reduce or eliminate dopamine agonist treatment while balancing 

withdrawal syndrome and worsening motor symptoms. No studies to date have shown a benefit to 

any additional add-on therapy to alleviate ICB symptoms in PD (Weintraub et al., 2006; Demetriades 

et al., 2011). Further research is needed to provide a full picture of the mechanisms involved in ICBs 

in PD. In this work, I investigate ICBs in the context of impulsivity (rather than compulsivity) and 

aim to relate structural and functional changes to impulsivity via imaging tools to expand our 

knowledge of the networks involved in these dysfunctional behaviors. 
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1.4 IMAGING TECHNIQUES   
 
Understanding the neural underpinnings of behaviors like impulsivity can be easily investigated in 

animal models using invasive, but highly effective techniques. Investigating anatomical and 

functional relationships to behavior in humans can be challenging due to the limited methods 

considered ethical and safe for humans. Luckily, imaging technology has greatly improved in the last 

50 years or so, allowing researchers to explore links between pathology and behavior in new and 

exciting ways. Two common imaging modalities used in neurological research will be described in 

this section  

 

Anatomical Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an imaging technique that uses the body’s natural magnetic 

properties to produce highly contrasted images.  MRIs employ strong magnetic fields that force 

protons (hydrogen atoms in our bodies mostly within water) that are normally randomly aligned to 

align within that magnetic field, called B0. Then a radiofrequency (RF) energy pulse can be applied, 

which stimulates the protons to spin out of alignment with the magnetic field. When the 

radiofrequency field is turned off, the protons move back into alignment with the B0 field (Fig. 1-5 

shows a simplified cartoon of this process). As the protons relax back into the B0 magnetic field, the 

energy from the RF pulse is released which is then detected by sensors in the MRI machine. The 
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protons return to the 

B0 field through 

various relaxation 

processes and emit 

the energy captured 

in the RF pulse. 

That emitted energy 

is measured through 

specialized sensors 

in the MRI 

machine. A Fourier 

transformation is 

used to convert the 

frequency 

information from 

protons in each 

location within the field to an image, with the information encoded as signal intensity. Varying the 

sequence of RF pulses allows for different image types to be created. Changing the repetition time 

(TR) changes the amount of time between successive RF pulses applied to the same slice. Changing 

the echo time (TE) changes the time between delivery of the RF pulse and the receipt of the echo 

signal. The contrast in calculated images occurs because the chemical makeup of tissues is different 

depending on the type of tissue. Tissue can be characterized by two different relaxation times, T1 

and T2. The time constant T1 is the time it takes for protons in a given tissue at equilibrium to return 

to equilibrium following an RF pulse. The transverse relaxation time, T2, is the time constant that 

describes the amount of time it takes for excited protons aligned orthogonally to B0 to lose their 

Figure 1-5. Cartoon illustrating proton alignment within an MRI machine before and 
following a radiofrequency pulse. First, protons (red circles) are in a random 
orientation. Second, protons align along a magnetic field inside the MRI machine, B0 
(grey lines). Third, a radiofrequency pulse is applied (yellow zigzag), and the protons 
align orthogonally to B0. Fourth, once the radiofrequency pulse ends, the protons relax 
back into B0 alignment. 
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phase coherence, or decay. This results in a powerful tool to obtain high resolution anatomical images 

in a non-invasive way. 

 
 
Functional MRI 

 Functional MRI (fMRI) is a type of imaging that allows for measurements in regional, time-

varying changes in blood flow in the brain and is used as a proxy for neuronal metabolism. All the 

processes of neural activity (e.g., propagation of action potentials, vesicle binding, release of 

neurotransmitters, receptor endo- and exocytosis, etc.) all require energy. The brain, unlike other 

areas of the body, does not keep large stores of energy available (Mergenthaler et al., 2013). Thus, 

when neural activity is enhanced, there are concomitant increases in metabolism and blood flow, 

resulting in a rapid elevation in oxygen consumption in the active area. This process results in what 

is described as the hemodynamic response (Fig. 1-6). This is an incompletely understood 

phenomenon in which cerebral blood flow (CBF) rises in response to metabolic demand, delivering 

increased volumes of oxygenated blood to tissue (Wegener et al., 2007). There is a linear coupling 

of neuronal activity and oxygen consumption (measured as cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen 

consumption, or CMRO2) and nonlinear coupling with cerebral blood flow. Local activation of 

neurons augments cerebral blood flow in excess of CMRO2, leading to an increased oxygen 

saturation in the venous system and a disproportionate ratio of oxygenated-to-deoxygenated 

hemoglobin. Oxyhemoglobin has no unpaired electrons, is diamagnetic, and negligibly affects the 

magnetic resonance (MR) signal, while deoxyhemoglobin has four unpaired electrons, is 

paramagnetic, and strongly attenuates the MR signal. This excess of oxyhemoglobin results in a 

lower relative concentration of deoxyhemoglobin. Locally, the T2/T2* shortening effects of 

deoxyhemoglobin will be attenuated and the BOLD signal in regional active areas will increase. 

Therefore, the BOLD effect is directly related to the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin, which can 

vary up to 40% in venous blood (Fox et al., 2005; Pauling & Coryell, 1936).  
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Figure 1-6. The hemodynamic response. The cartoon on the left shows an illustration using brain activity in 
response to a visual stimulus. When the eyes are closed, there is no visual input, there is a low “resting” neuronal 
activity for areas associated with visual stimuli in which the blood flow is steady, but the metabolic demand is low. 
The panel on the right shows incoming visual information, which prompts neuronal excitation and an increase in 
both blood flow and delivered oxygen. The difference in oxyhemoglobin versus deoxyhemoglobin is measurable 
and results in the BOLD effect, which is used as a proxy for neuronal activity. 

 

The hemodynamic response can be broken down into three phases. The first consists of a 

small, transient dip, likely due to the initial increase in available oxygen, which occurs before the 

compensatory blood flow has made its way to the active area(s). The second phase is a sustained, 

higher-magnitude increase in fMRI signal due to an overabundance of oxygen-rich arterial blood 

being delivered to the active area(s). The third, and final phase is a post-stimulus undershoot. The 

net result of the hemodynamic response is a higher oxygenation level in the draining blood, 

especially in draining veins localized to the active area(s) (Glover, 2011). 

The BOLD contrast 

The BOLD contrast is the most commonly used contrast in conventional fMRI methods (Glover, 

2011), and will be the contrast used for fMRI assessments in this dissertation work. This contrast 

results from changes in the magnetic field surrounding red blood cells due to the oxygenated vs. 

deoxygenated state of hemoglobin. When fully oxygenated, hemoglobin has four paired electrons, 

is diamagnetic, and is magnetically identical to brain tissue. Conversely, when fully deoxygenated, 

hemoglobin has four unpaired electrons, is highly paramagnetic, and results in gradients in the 
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magnetic field that change the T2 and T2* relaxation times of blood (Donahue et al., n.d.; 

Thulborn, 2012; R M Weisskoff et al., 1994; Robert M Weisskoff, 2012). Using acquisition 

methods that are sensitive to T2 and T2* results in nicely contrasted images (for further reading on 

pulse sequences best for acquiring BOLD images, and the various field strength acquisitions, see 

(Glover, 2011; Huettel et al., 2009; Triantafyllou et al., 2011; Yacoub et al., 2005). Most fMRI 

studies utilize differences related to a stimulus or task, thereby enabling a more comprehensive 

understanding of a brain region or network involved in a specific task, emotion, behavior, etc. 

Additionally, pharmacological challenges can be employed to assess brain regions, temporal 

windows, and (possible/probable) action mechanisms of the dug applied. Not all BOLD fMRI 

studies involve observing responses to a stimulus or drug. This paradigm is known as resting state 

fMRI (rs-fMRI) and application of this technique has produced various resting state networks 

which demonstrate synchronous activity at rest and can be considered functionally connected 

(Biswal et al., 1995). Areas of the brain that are functionally connected at rest have been suggested 

to be an expression of networks subserving complex behaviors or higher levels of cognitive 

function, partially due to the fact that changes occur on the order of seconds (Rosazza & Minati, 

2011).  

Advantages and Limitations of BOLD-fMRI  

Functional MRI, while a proxy for neuronal activity, has greater spatial and temporal resolution that 

positron emission tomography (PET) and single-photon emission computerized tomography 

(SPECT). It is non-invasive and does not require the use of an injected radioactive compound making 

it more convenient and safer for subjects. Further, the contrast is obtained from manipulating 

magnetic fields, therefore there is no other external radiation exposure, unlike computerized 

tomography (CT) or X-rays.  

While fMRI strives to measure the neuronal activity in the brain, the BOLD signal is susceptible to 

bias from other physiological factors. For example, respiratory fluctuations and cardiovascular cycles 
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affect the BOLD signal being measured in the brain and are controlled for when processing fMRI 

data (Smitha et al., 2017). Furthermore, because the BOLD signal is reliant on subtle magnetic 

differences in oxy- vs. deoxyhemoglobin, the signal is susceptible to areas of magnetic 

inhomogeneity such as the sinuses and other air-tissue interfaces (Oiemann et al., 1997). 

Additionally, due to the consistent oxygenation of inflowing arterial blood, the venous compartment 

is overrepresented as a signal source, which can lead to biased mapping of fMRI signal, especially 

in areas with large draining veins (Krings et al., 1999). Another consideration to bear in mind is that 

although temporal information can be gathered, it is on the order of seconds, and it’s likely that 

biological processes and communication between brain regions is occurring on much faster time 

scales. Finally, it is important to remember the relationship between cellular activity and blood 

oxygenation (even oxygen extraction) is complex and not fully understood, so care must be taken 

when drawing conclusions from collected data. In fact, given the number of considerations when 

obtaining this kind of data, many experts have been hesitant to accept findings from BOLD fMRI 

studies. It has only been recently with further testing and variable controlling that researchers have 

become confident that the signal being measured is biological, rather than artifact caused by other 

physiological function (Glover, 2011; Gray et al., 2009; Gretton et al., 2006). 

 
 
 
PET imaging  
 
Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging techniques use molecular imaging methods in which 

competition between endogenously released neurotransmitter and its ligand are exploited. Both the 

ligand and the neurotransmitter bind to the same receptors competing with one another for 

occupancy. Thus, if a ligand is injected into a subject, it selectively binds to the receptors in the brain 

that are unoccupied by neurotransmitter. However, the ligand will be displaced from receptor binding 

sites if endogenous transmitter is released, as the endogenous transmitter usually has a stronger 

affinity to the receptor of interest. This technique allows for quantitative measurement of ligand 
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concentration in different brain areas by radiolabeling it prior to injection and measuring the 

concentration in relation to an area of the brain without tracer binding (usually called a reference 

region). Multiple radiotracers have been used in conjunction with PET imaging to detect and measure 

these types of changes in targets within DA networks in the brain (Gifford et al., 2000; J Mukherjee 

et al., 1999; Slifstein et al., 2010; Vandehey et al., 2010b). Using popular D2/D3 receptor-specific 

radioligands such as [11C] raclopride, multiple studies have shown that subjects addicted to a wide 

variety of drugs (cocaine, heroin, alcohol, methamphetamine, and even food resulting in obesity), 

exhibit significant reductions in D2 DA receptor availability in the striatum that persist months after 

protracted detoxification (Pierre Trifilieff et al., 2017). Additionally, striatal dopamine D2 receptor 

availability was found to be significantly lower in obese individuals as compared to controls (G. J. 

Wang et al., 2001). PET measures of receptor availability are the result of measuring radioligand 

occupancy that can take half an hour or longer (sometimes hours) to achieve, depending on the 

relative expression of the receptor, as well and the binding affinity of the ligand. Thus, although these 

methods allow for greater insights into dopamine D2/D3 receptor availability, they are still limited in 

their ability to detect dopamine neurotransmitter release changes that occur at shorter time scales 

(seconds to minutes). 

 

Among the PET D2/D3 antagonist radioligands, there are three that have been utilized in studies 

with human subjects and that have continued to appear in the recent pharmacological challenge 

literature (Montgomery et al., 2007; Slifstein et al., 2010; Vandehey et al., 2010a). These are [11C] 

raclopride, [11C] FLB 457 and [18F] fallypride. [11C] raclopride has fast in vivo kinetics, but because 

of its relatively low-to-moderate D2/3 receptor affinity, the only brain region in which it can be used 

to reliably quantify receptor availability is the high D2/3 receptor-dense striatum (Slifstein et al., 

2010). Both [11C] FLB 457 and [18F] fallypride have higher affinity and signal-to-noise ratios in vivo 

and can provide reliable quantitative D2/3 receptor availability in extrastriatal brain regions where 
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receptor density is an order of magnitude lower than in striatum (Constantinescu et al., 2011; J 

Mukherjee et al., 1999). However, both ligands require long acquisition periods to reach a steady, 

equilibrium state of receptor occupancy in the striatum. The necessary data acquisition time is too 

long for quantitative imaging within the time constraints imposed by the rapid decay rate of 11C (half-

life = 20.3 minutes). The maximal imaging time for obtaining adequate counts with 11C is 

approximately 2 hours and neither ligand reaches an equilibrium state necessary for quantification in 

striatum by this time, a necessary condition for accurate quantitative measurement (Laruelle, 2000). 

Consequently, [11C] FLB 457 can only be used for imaging extrastriatal regions. Because fallypride 

is labelled with 18F, [18F] fallypride scanning sessions can be extended for a longer duration than 

for [11C] labelled radioligands, so that it is possible to reliably quantify [18F] fallypride binding in 

striatum. Thus, [18F] fallypride is unique in that it is the only currently available PET radiotracer than 

can simultaneously provide quantitative measures of D2/D3 receptor binding in the striatum and 

extrastriatal brain regions in the same scanning session (Slifstein et al., 2010). As most psychiatric 

disorders involve cortico-striatal circuits, imaging dopamine transmission simultaneously in striatal 

and extrastriatal regions is a valuable tool. Considering the context of impulsivity, which is highly 

related to dysfunctional dopaminergic circuitry, the use of PET imaging with [18F] fallypride provides 

a way to investigate and anatomically pinpoint molecular changes to large scale circuits in human 

models. 

 
 

1.5 SUMMARY  
 
Motor movement disorders such as Parkinson’s Disease and Essential Tremor are complex 

neurodegenerative diseases, which have only recently started to have recognized non-motor 

symptoms known to strongly impact patients and their quality of life. Impulsivity is a multi-faced 

construct, and there are several ways to interrogate various aspects of impulsivity. Impulsive-

compulsive behaviors are well-recognized in Parkinson’s Disease, but up to this point have been 
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investigated using a limited range of behaviors. Impulsivity has been suggested to be a component 

of other motor movement disorders such as essential tremor, but this has not been thoroughly 

investigated in a large ET population. Further, it is not well understood if the cerebellum, which is 

known to have a large role in ET pathology, and a smaller role in PD pathology, contributes to the 

regulation of impulsive behaviors through connections with the mesocorticolimbic system. In this 

dissertation, we will assess impulsivity in a PD population using a broader self-report measure of 

impulsivity, the BIS-11, and how the presence of impulsive behaviors changes mood perception in 

the presence of a dopamine drug challenge. Additionally, we will investigate behaviors related to 

mesocorticolimbic systems (apathy, disinhibition, and executive dysfunction) in an essential tremor 

population to assess their clinical severity, if any, and correlate frontal-like behaviors to cerebellar 

atrophy to interrogate what areas of the cerebellum may be involved in behavioral regulation.  The 

aim of this work is to expand our knowledge of non-motor symptoms in neurological disorders 

primarily thought of as motor-movement disorders. Further, we aim to augment our knowledge of 

the role of the cerebellum in behavioral regulation through investigations into a. dopamine receptor 

availability, b. relationship of cerebellar atrophy to various behaviors, and c. associated cerebellar 

atrophy to larger brain networks potentially involved in behavioral regulation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

SELF-REPORTED RATES OF IMPULSIVITY IN PARKINSON’S DISEASE 

 

2.1 PURPOSE 
 
Impulsive decision-making is characterized by actions taken without considering consequences. 

Patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) who receive dopaminergic treatment, especially dopamine 

agonists, are at risk of developing impulsive-compulsive behaviors (ICBs). Unfortunately, many 

studies rely on the Questionnaire for Impulsive-Compulsive Disorders in Parkinson’s Disease-Rating 

Scale (QUIP-RS) to assess impulsivity, which limits impulsive behaviors to a select few - gambling, 

sexual, buying, and eating behaviors, as well as compulsive medication use, punding, hobbyism, and 

walkabout behaviors. While this is a reliable and valid measure, impulsivity remains a heuristic 

construct that encompasses a wide range of acts that reflect broadly on lack of cognitive control. 

Given the array of behaviors that could manifest, we assessed impulse-related changes across a large 

heterogeneous PD population using a broader measure of impulsivity, the Barratt impulsivity scale 

(BIS-11) by evaluating BIS-11 first- and second-order factors in both PD patients and age- and sex-

matched peers.  

 

2.2 SUMMARY 
 
Patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) who receive dopaminergic treatment, especially dopamine 

agonists, are at risk of developing impulsive–compulsive behaviors (ICBs), which results in often 

unplanned behavioral actions that are performed without thought for consequence or impact. These 

impulsive behaviors can have a negative impact on patient quality of life and are important symptoms 

to assess clinically. Here we assessed a total of 204 subjects: 93 healthy controls (HCs), and 68 ICB– 

and 43 ICB + PD patients who completed the Barratt impulsivity scale (BIS-11). Using a general 
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linear model and a least absolute shrinkage and selection operation regression, we compared BIS-11 

scores between the HC, ICB– PD, and ICB + PD groups. We found that patients with PD (both ICB+ 

and ICB-) rated themselves as more impulsive than HCs in the BIS-11 total score, second-order 

attention domain, and first-order attention and self- control domains. ICB + patients recorded higher 

total scores as well as higher scores in the second-order non-planning domain and in self-control and 

cognitive complexity than ICB– patients. These results indicate that the patients with PD show 

particular problems with attentional control, whereas ICB + patients show a distinct problem in 

cognitive control and complexity. Additionally, it appears that all patients with PD are more 

impulsive than their age- and sex-matched healthy peers. Increased impulsivity may be a result of 

the disease course, or attributed to dopaminergic medication use, but these results expand our 

knowledge of the kind of impulsive behaviors experienced in these patients, and emphasize the 

importance of the cognitive components of impulsivity in patients with PD. 

 

2.3 INTRODUCTION 
 
Impulsivity is a multi-faceted construct, involving several factors including quick action, lack of 

focus on tasks, and lack of planning (Patton et al., 1995), and can be expressed behaviorally, via 

actions in daily life, and/or through performance on cognitive assessments (Bloxham et al., 1987; 

Getz & Levin, 2017; Smulders et al., 2014). Impulsivity is generally thought to include a lack of 

behavioral inhibition and/or premature decision making, and when it becomes a behavioral problem, 

e.g. impulse control disorders, can manifest through engagement of spontaneous, unplanned, or 

reckless activities regardless of potential negative consequences (Grall-Bronnec et al., 2018; Sharma 

et al., 2013) Maladaptive impulsivity is a feature of several neuropsychopathologies, including 

attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, borderline personality disorder, and substance abuse (Allen 

et al., 1998). 
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Poor proficiency of impulse control is common in patients with Parkinson’s Disease (PD), in which 

dopamine therapy is the standard of care in treating the motor movement disruptions resulting from 

progressive degeneration of dopamine neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta. However, PD 

is a complex disease, impacting cognitive, behavioral, and emotional symptoms, all of which need 

to be considered when determining personalized treatment plans (Bhattacharjee, 2018b; Meda et al., 

2009; Nombela et al., 2014). Impulsive-Compulsive Behaviors (ICBs) have gained recent attention 

in the literature with estimates above 25% (Bhattacharjee, 2018b; Erga et al., 2017) of PD patients 

that are treated with dopamine agonists (DAA). PD patients that take DAA, such as pramipexole and 

ropinirole, show marked improvements in their motor symptom severity (Piercey, 1998). However, 

a subset of PD patients taking these agonists have been reported to develop maladaptive ICBs such 

as pathological gambling, shopping, binge eating, hypersexuality, as well as heightened novelty 

seeking (Claassen et al., 2011; Valerie Voon et al., 2011; Weintraub & Claassen, 2017; Weintraub et 

al., 2010). Impulsive shifts that occur in PD may be underappreciated by patients who are 

experiencing a multitude of changes in their lives as part of their disease. Assessing their subjective 

experiences of behavioral and cognitive control can give caregivers and treatment providers insight 

into some of the earlier changes that may precede development and expression of an ICB. 

Although the Questionnaire for Impulsive-Compulsive Disorders in Parkinson’s Disease (QUIP) is 

used often as an instrument for assessing impulsive behaviors in PD, it lacks broader cognitive 

constructs such as attention and planning, which are known to be altered in PD patients (Getz & 

Levin, 2017; Goris et al., 2007; Kehagia et al., 2010; Lezak, 1982; Maidan et al., 2019).  Furthermore, 

the scope of ICBs in PD encompasses a broader range of compulsive appetitive behaviors such as 

hypersexuality, compulsive shopping, gambling, and medication use (Grall-Bronnec et al., 2018; 
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Weiss & Marsh, 2012b). While these are troublesome problems, the QUIP does not capture impulsive 

behavioral changes that may occur outside of the conventionally defined features of ICB.  

The Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS-11) (Patton et al., 1995) is a common self-report instrument used 

to assess impulsivity, and has been used in a variety of populations (Rodriguez-Jimenez et al., 2006; 

P. Smith et al., 2006; Swann et al., 2002, 2004; Valerie Voon & Fox, 2007). It is designed to assess 

the behavioral construct of impulsivity through 30 items that describe cognitive and behavioral 

preferences. The BIS-11 provides information about overall impulsivity through a total score but can 

also provide information on the more specific facets of impulsivity through the first- and second-

factor subscales. There are 6 first-order components (attention, cognitive instability, motor, 

perseverance, self-control, and cognitive complexity) and 3 second-order factors (attention, motor, 

non-planning), with 2 first-order factors loading on each second-order component. For instance, 

attention and cognitive instability load onto the second-order attention domain, motor and 

perseverance together make up the second-order motor domain, and self-control and cognitive 

complexity form the non-planning second-order factor (Fig. 2-1). Although many studies of PD 

report total BIS-11 scores, some of which report second-order scores (Ruitenberg et al., 2018; 

Sauvaget et al., 2017; Sharma et al., 2013; Stark, Smith, Petersen, et al., 2018; Valerie Voon et al., 

Total Score

Attention Motor Non-planning

Attention Cognitive 
Instability

Motor Perseverance Self-Control Cognitive 
Complexity

Figure 2-1. BIS-11 hierarchy structure. The 6 first order factors shown on the bottom row each contribute 2 
factors to the boarder second-order factors of attention, motor, and non-planning shown in the middle row. 
Each of the 3 second-order factors contributes to the total score. 
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2011), none to our knowledge investigate first-order factors. While these studies do tend to find 

differences in total and second-order level BIS scores, there are inconsistencies of how second-order 

factors differ between PD and healthy participants.  These may be due to poor statistical power, given 

frequent sample sizes less than 100. A larger cohort of PD patients would allow for an in-depth look 

at both the first- and second-order subscales, elucidating both the primary traits expressed in PD 

patients, as well as those who meet criteria for ICB. Assessing first-order factor data could impart a 

more detailed understanding of impulsive changes within a PD population (Sauvaget et al., 2017). 

For instance, while the first-orders of attention and cognitive instability both contribute to the second-

order factor of attention, they are comprised of different elements, with first-order attention reflecting 

a failure to maintain cognitive attention, while cognitive instability is characterized by the presence 

of racing or extraneous thoughts.  By analyzing distinct components of impulsiveness, we hope to 

understand the nature of self-reported ratings of impulsivity in PD, and especially in patients with 

ICBs. In this study, we applied the BIS-11 to a large number of PD and non-PD participants. We 

assessed the relative contribution of the total, first-order, and second-order factors, as well as the 

contribution of individual questions from the BIS-11. We also assess the precise relationships of self-

reported impulsivity in PD ICB+ and, PD ICB- patients. 

 

2.4 METHODS 
 
Subjects 

A total of 204 participants completed the BIS-11 and a clinical interview (Table 2-1). All healthy 

participants were recruited from the Nashville, TN area and patients with PD were recruited from the 

Vanderbilt University Movement Disorders Clinic. PD recruitment efforts were not biased toward a 

single subcategory of behaviors. All participants provided informed, written consent approved by the 

Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board. The diagnosis of PD was based on United 

Kingdom Brain Bank criteria, (S. E. Daniel & Lees, 1993; Tolosa et al., 2006)  and PD patients 
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meeting this criterion were prescribed levodopa/carbidopa and/or DA agonist for relief of motor 

symptoms. Patients were excluded if they had implanted deep brain stimulator, received 

antipsychotic treatments, suffered from co-morbid neuropsychiatric, cerebrovascular, or 

cardiovascular disease (as determined through medical history, and clinical interview). Healthy 

control subjects did not have a history of psychiatric illness, head trauma, substance abuse, or co-

morbid vascular disease. The Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) exam was 

performed on all participants to rate symptom severity in PD population, and a neurologic assessment  

confirmed an absence of parkinsonian features in HC subjects (Martínez‐Martín et al., 1994). 

The presence of ICB was determined by a clinician and defined as clinically problematic behavior(s) 

following DA agonist treatment according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders (DSM-V) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).  

Table 2-1. Demographic information based on the population groups (HC, PD ICB-, and 
PD ICB+).  

Variable   HC PD ICB- PD ICB+ Statistic* 
p-
value 

Tukey 
post-
hoc 

N  93 68 43 --- ---  
Gender (male/female) 50/43 53/15 25/18 10.311 0.01  
Age (years)  57.96 (7.98) 64.97 (8.22) 60.98 (6.97) 15.222 <0.01 0.001A 
Disease Duration (years) --- 5.01 (3.72) 4.07 (2.62) 2.022 0.16  
MoCA score  --- 25.38 (2.69) 26.67 (2.36) 6.313 0.01  
UPDRS        

II  --- 20.59 (9.27) 21.06 (8.11) 0.063 0.81  

III  --- 27.58 (12.35) 
25.88 

(13.06) 0.393 0.54  
Dopamine Replacement 
Therapy       

Total LEDD (mg/day) --- 740.95 (410.6) 642.59 (397) 1.273 0.26  
Gender is shown as the ratio of males to females. Scores for age, disease duration, MoCA, UPDRS 
II, UPDRS III, and total LEDD are shown as averages with standard deviations in parenthesis. 
*Different statistical tests were performed for the data where the superscript number indicates 
the test used  
1indicates the chi-squared test 
2indicates the F-value for t-tests 
3indicates the F-statistic for an ANOVA. 
The superscript A indicates a significant difference between the HC And ICB- groups 
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Experimental Task and Procedures 

PD patients completed part II of the UPDRS (questionnaire of patient-rated motor experiences of 

daily living), and part III (a clinical assessment of motor function in PD) in an OFF-medication 

condition after overnight washout of dopamine medications (Ebersbach et al., 2006a; Werner Poewe 

& Mahlknecht, 2009b). HC were deemed free of motor deficits through medical history and 

neurological examination by a physician.  

All participants completed the self-report Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11) questionnaire (Harris 

et al., 2019, 2009) (ON-medication for PD subjects), which uses a 4-point Likert-type scale: 

rarely/never, occasionally, often, and almost always/always for which we determined total score, as 

well as separate scores for the six first-order factors, and the three second-order factors. The Montreal 

Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) was administered to assess PD patients’ global cognitive abilities, 

and to exclude individuals that were severely impaired (Hoops et al., 2009; Nazem et al., 2009). 

MoCA scores range from 0-30, with higher scores indicating better cognitive function. Considering 

the age range of the sample for this study, we excluded patients with a score of 22 or below on the 

MoCA examination (Ciesielska et al., 2016; Damian et al., 2011a; Luis et al., 2009; Malek-Ahmadi 

et al., 2015). HCs were initially recruited for the purposes of a separate study and therefore did not 

complete a MoCA but were deemed cognitively intact without evidence of cognitive impairment or 

neuropsychiatric disorder through a battery of neuropsychological assessments (e.g. (David Watson 

et al., 1988) Stroop task (MacLeod, 1991), Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (Dumont et al., 2014) 

and Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM (First, 2015). 

 

Data Analysis 
 
Differences in group demographics were determined by a t-test or ANOVA if comparing all 3 groups. 

Sex differences between groups were tested using the chi-square test. For demographic information, 
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p-values were considered significant if p <0.05 (Table 2-1). A General Linear Model (GLM) 

controlling for age and gender followed by a False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction, was used to 

analyze group mean differences for HCs and PD participants with and without ICB (ICB+/ICB-) 

with threshold for significance set at p = 0.05 using R statistical software version 3.5.2 (R Foundation 

for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).  For each GLM, the t-statistic for the variable of interest 

only was reported and P-value was computed accordingly. The FDR correction was performed on 

the computed P-values as described in the original FDR paper (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) . FDR 

corrections were performed on multiple applications of GLM, not after each GLM. All BIS-11 p-

values shown were corrected for FDR at 0.1. 

The BIS-11 presents interpretational challenges due to concerns about the fit of factor solutions, 

redundancy of some questions and low correlations between others (Reise et al., 2013). To address 

impulsivity in our cohort without the constraints of a priori first- and second-order scales, we applied 

a Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operation (LASSO) regression to observe group responses 

to individual questions of the BIS-11 with 500 bootstraps, controlling for age, gender, and disease 

duration in PD participants (Tibshirani, 1996). This approach simultaneously performs regularization 

and variable selection, which allows for a higher prediction accuracy and specificity of interpretation. 

The variable with ≥80% chosen is deemed a significant variable in relation to either PD/HC or ICB+/- 

status (Friedman et al., 2010; Petersen et al., 2018). LASSO regression was performed using the 

glmnet package and bootstrapped in R statistical software (R Development Core Team, 2018). 

 

 
2.5 RESULTS 
 
Demographics  

Both our PD ICB- and PD ICB+ groups had significantly more males than females (t = 10.31, p = 

0.01). Our HC group was significantly younger than both our PD ICB- and PD ICB+ group (t = 
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15.22, p < 0.01). Among our PD participants, there was no significant difference in the overall 

disease duration between the ICB- and ICB+ groups (t = 2.02, p = 0.128).  There were no 

significant differences in average UPDRS II or III scores between ICB- and ICB+ subjects (t = 

0.06, p = 0.39 and t = 0.39, p = 0.27, respectively). There was a significant decrease in MoCA 

scores in the ICB- patient group compared to ICB+ patients (t = 6.31, p = 0.01). 

 

BIS-11  
 
Total Score – The BIS-11 total scores 

increased in a step-wise fashion (Figure 2-

2), in which HC scored the lowest, PD 

ICB- scored significantly higher than HC 

(t = 2.49, 𝑝!"##  = 0.045), and PD ICB+ 

group had significantly higher scores than 

PD ICB- groups (t = 2.40, 𝑝!"## = 0.045) 

and significantly higher than HC (t = 5.63, 

𝑝!"##  <0.001) (Figure 2-2A).   

Second-Order Factors - PD ICB- and PD 

ICB+ groups scored significantly higher 

than HC in the attention domain (t = 2.52, 

𝑝!"## = 0.045, and t = 3.33, 𝑝!"##  = 0.008, 

respectively; Figure 2-2B). Additionally, 

both PD ICB- and PD ICB+ groups scored significantly higher on average than HC in the non-

planning domain (t = 2.75, p = 0.007; t = 3.65, 𝑝!"##  = 0.0003, respectively; Figure 2-2C). There 

were no significant differences in the motor domain (Figure 2-2D).  
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Figure 2-2. Violin plots showing the group responses for the 
BIS-11 total score (A), and second-order factors: attention, 
motor, and non-planning (B-D). The thickest dashed line in 
the middle of each violin plot indicates the median score. 
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First-Order Factors - The PD ICB+ group scored significantly higher than HCs in the attention (t = 

4.07, 𝑝!"##  < 0.001), self-control 

(t = 3.78, 𝑝!"##  < 0.001), and 

cognitive complexity (t = 3.42, 

𝑝!"##  = 0.003) domains (Fig. 2-

3A, 2-3E, and 2-3F, respectively). 

The PD ICB- group also showed 

significantly higher scores than 

HCs in the attention (t = 2.52, 

𝑝!"##  < 0.001) and self-control (t 

= 2.35, 𝑝!"##  = 0.048) domains, 

such that a step-wise pattern 

emerges in which both average 

attention and self-control scores 

increase from HC to PD ICB- to 

PD ICB+ (Fig. 2-3A & 2-3E). The 

cognitive instability, motor, and 

perseverance domains showed no 

significant differences between 

any groups. When we run the 

GLM model controlling for MoCA scores, the first-order factor of attention is no longer significant 

between ICB- and ICB+ subjects (for further detail see supplementary Table 2 in Aumann et al., 

2020).   

 

LASSO Regression 
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Figure 2-3. Violin plots showing group results for each of the first-
order factors: attention(A), cognitive instability (B), motor (C), 
perseverance (D), self-control (E), and cognitive complexity (F). The 
thick dashed line in each plot indicates the median. 
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A LASSO regression shows how responses to individual questions contribute to outcomes, in this 

case, disease status (HC, IBC-, ICB+). The LASSO analysis identified 13 individual questions from 

the BIS-11 that were chosen with a frequency of ≥ 80% as important questions for distinguishing 

between HC and PD state. PD subjects were more likely to respond with “Almost Always,” unless 

the question is starred, in which case PD subjects were more likely to report “Rarely/Never” (Fig. 

4A). Additionally, when looking at questions that distinguish between ICB status (ICB+/-), question 

8, “I am self-controlled” is more likely to distinguish ICB+ subjects, who more reported “Almost 

Always” with a frequency of ≥ 80% (Fig. 2-4B). It may be worth noting that if you extend the 

threshold to a choice of ≥ 60%, two more questions emerge as important distinguishers between ICB 

states (“I save regularly” and “I am a steady thinker”).   
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Figure 2-4. LASSO graphs showing the frequency with which the BIS-11 question was marked as 
"always/almost always" (unless reversed scored as indicated by a * symbol) for PD vs HC (A), or for 
PD ICB+ vs PD ICB- (B). 
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2.6 DISCUSSION 
 
Cognitive and behavioral changes that impact motivation and attention are common features in PD 

patients, especially as the disease progresses (Aarsland et al., 2017; Bronnick et al., 2007; Claassen 

& Wylie, 2012; Czernecki et al., 2002; Petersen et al., 2018; Pillon et al., 2003). In a large PD cohort, 

we have demonstrated that patients report behavioral symptoms linked to elevated impulsivity. This 

increase is independent of a diagnosis of ICB, with symptoms primarily in the attention and non-

planning domains and occurring at elevated rates in both PD patient groups. Patients with clinically 

diagnosed ICBs report even greater BIS-11 scores, as well as in these same domains. A question-

based regression analysis highlights that ICB patients experience a perceived lack of self-control. 

Importantly, study results emphasize that PD patients are subjectively aware of changes to self-

regulation of behavior and thinking, and that the nature of these deficits are heightened in patients 

with ICB. 

These results extend past assessments of impulsive behaviors in PD, which have found higher ratings 

on the BIS-11 in ICB+ patients in both the BIS-11 total score across the attention and non-planning 

domains (Ruitenberg et al., 2018; Sauvaget et al., 2017; Sharma et al., 2013; V Voon et al., 2006; 

Valerie Voon et al., 2011), but had not evaluated first order factors. Interestingly, we observe 

significant differences between the ICB+ and ICB- group in only one attentional first-order factor 

(attention), and in both non-planning first-order factors of self-control and cognitive complexity. The 

attention domain reflects an inability to focus or concentrate on a specific task, while the non-

planning domain reflects an inability to defer gratification, where patients note difficulty in either 

staying focused enough to complete a task, or struggle with strategic decisions that require delayed 

gratification. These results are consistent with previous studies assessing delayed discounting and 

reward-strategies (Filip et al., 2018; Kehagia et al., 2014; Swann et al., 2002), although this effect 

was not apparent in a smaller cohort (Bentivoglio et al., 2013), nor a cohort that did not compare 

scores to a group of HCs (Juan Marín-Lahoz et al., 2018). Furthermore, while previous studies focus 
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on PD patients with and without ICB, we included analyses that self-assess behavioral symptoms in 

a healthy cohort. Findings regarding motor impulsivity are less consistent, with some studies showing 

increased motor impulsivity in ICB patients (Bentivoglio et al., 2013; Valerie Voon et al., 2011), 

although we do not see greater motor impulsivity scores in ICB patients, a finding consistent with 

previous studies that show intact behavioral motor inhibitory control in ICB patients (Trujillo et al., 

2019; van Wouwe et al., 2014; Wylie et al., 2018) and lower self-reported ratings of motor 

impulsivity in PD patients with addictions (Sauvaget et al., 2017). 

Our results emphasize that impulsive behavioral changes occur in PD, regardless of ICB status. 

Indeed, the LASSO analysis reveals most questions distinguishing PD from HCs that align with the 

changes to attention or inhibitory control, as demonstrated by high ratings on questions such as: “I 

don’t ‘pay attention’,” “I (don’t) plan tasks carefully,” “I am (not) self-controlled,” and “I buy things 

on impulse.” Although the Urgency-Premeditation-Perseverance-Sensation seeking Impulsive 

Behavior Scale (UPPS) measures different dimensions of impulsivity than the BIS-11, our findings 

align well with overall findings from a study that found that PD subjects had lower premeditation 

and greater risk taking than HCs (Bayard et al., 2016). While difficult to compare to BIS-11 findings, 

we believe that the changes in self-control and cognitive complexity agree with this finding. Of note, 

a few questions did not appear to align well with the cohort demographics, such as “I change jobs” 

and “I change residences.” Conceivably these questions may not be relevant to an older cohort and 

could be modified or excluded in future studies in an older population.  

Previous attempts to describe the pattern of cognitive changes that evolve over the course of PD 

suggest a progression from anterior (attention and executive function) to posterior (visuospatial and 

memory) dysfunction (Claassen & Wylie, 2012; Cosgrove et al., 2015; Fengler et al., 2017b; 

O’Callaghan & Lewis, 2017a; Weintraub & Mamikonyan, 2019). Cognitive deficits are present at 

various stages of disease, including in the prodromal stage, and early in the disease course (Goldman 

& Postuma, 2014). Impairments to attention and planning are likely a result of alterations to fronto-
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striatal circuitry, where the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), (i.e. response initiation, intention, and 

inhibition) (D. J. Brooks & Piccini, 2006; Kubera et al., 2019; Petersen et al., 2018; Stark & Claassen, 

2017), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) (decision making and encoding values of expected reward 

outcomes) (Izquierdo & Murray, 2004; Kubera et al., 2019; Petersen et al., 2018)  and the dorso-

lateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), (complex problem-solving, organizational planning strategies, 

concept-formation, and working memory) (D. Zgaljardic et al., 2006) are functionally linked to basal 

ganglia structures altered in PD. Our findings agree with previously described changes to frontal-

striatal networks, where behavioral impulsive actions, reflected in items such as “I (don’t) plan tasks 

carefully,” “I say things without thinking,” and “I buy things on impulse,” reflect challenges with 

exerting behavioral self-control. Interestingly, when we re-run our model additionally controlling for 

MoCA scores between the ICB- and ICB+ groups, both the first-order factors of self-control and 

cognitive complexity remain significant, but the first-order attention factor is no longer significant 

between these groups. These findings suggest that increased impulsivity may be a direct consequence 

of deteriorating cognitive function. It may be noted, we excluded patients with MOCA score of less 

than 22. While this excluded patients with dementia, in the absence of formal neuropsychological 

testing, it is possible that some patients may have met criteria for mild cognitive impairment.  A 

previous study found that there was no difference in BIS-11 scores and domain scores between PD 

and PD-MCI patients (Bayard et al., 2016). We hypothesize that self-reported problems with 

attention in this PD population may reflect early dysexecutive symptoms, of which the MoCA 

screening is heavily weighted. Behavioral changes linked to attentional and executive dysfunction 

should be formally explored in future studies assessing cognitive decline and behavioral impulsivity 

in PD. Our findings emphasize that impairments to self-regulation are a key deficiency in the ICB 

population. While self-report measures of impulsivity often have only modest to moderate 

associations with task-based measures of cognitive functioning and impulsivity (Bentivoglio et al., 
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2013; Imperiale et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 2013), many PD patients are indeed aware of alterations 

in cognitive functioning and behavior changes (Mack et al., 2013).   

Use of the first-order factors provided specific information on domains most affected in ICB patients, 

which may be of use when clinically evaluating a PD patient for an ICB, and when considering future 

therapeutic interventions. It is useful to note that the BIS-11 captures broad behavioral constructs, 

which is different than other assessments such as the QUIP, which is more limited to explicit 

behaviors that are commonly encountered in the clinical setting (e.g. eating, sexual activity, gambling 

etc.). Here we show that patients with ICBs were significantly more impulsive, particularly in the 

attentional and non-planning domains of self-control and cognitive complexity. Due to the cross-

sectional nature of this study, it remains unclear if increases in impulsivity are due to alterations from 

PD pathophysiology, secondary effects of chronic dopaminergic treatments, or both. Future studies 

investigating the relationship between ICBs in PD in a DAA naïve group may help elucidate the role 

DAA play in development of ICBs. This study also reinforces the relevance of non-motor symptoms 

in PD, as these findings emphasize the cognitive changes that may prove valuable in assessing the 

efficacy of a therapeutic intervention.  

 

2.7 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Here we provide evidence for increased subjective rates of impulsivity in Parkinson’s patients and 

demonstrate distinctions in patients without and without impulse-compulsive behaviors. Study 

results emphasize that PD subjects are aware of changes to behavioral regulation and cognition, 

particularly in the domains of attention and non-planning. These findings expand on previous work 

and our understanding of impulsive changes in Parkinson’s Disease by highlighting changes that are 

not protypic of ICB behavior. This finding will encourage future studies investigating the clinical 

relevance and biological mechanism of PD-related changes to decision-making proficiency.    
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CHAPTER 3 

 
BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS OF STIMULATED DOPAMINE RELEASE AND D2-LIKE 

RECEPTOR DISPLACEMENT IN PARKINSON’S PATIENTS WITH IMPULSE 

CONTROL DISORDER 

 

3.1 PURPOSE 
 
Affecting more than one million Americans, Parkinson’s disease (PD) has been long treated with 

dopamine (DA) replacing therapies that mainly target motor symptoms. However, studies assessing 

the etiology of this disease and its symptoms estimate that between 15 and 40% of patients on long-

standing DA agonist (DAA) therapy will develop impulsive and compulsive behaviors (ICBs) as an 

unintended side effect. Widely thought to result from aberrant DA-ergic neurotransmission in 

structures such as the striatum, ICBs are a substantial source of morbidity in an already vulnerable 

population.   

Besides motor effects, several studies have explored the role of DAA in modulating affect 

among PD patients, who often experience mood changes including apathy, depression, and anxiety. 

However, we lack an understanding of the neuroanatomical correlates of these on-drug mood 

changes, as well as an appreciation for how the presence of ICBs influence the mood effects of DAA 

therapies. These questions motivated the current study, in which we investigate the associations 

between dopamine D2 receptor availability, mood, and impulsivity. Here, we applied a dextro-

amphetamine (dAMPH) challenge to simulate acute DA release in a population of PD patients who 

completed a variety of mood assessments and quantified D2-like receptor availability using positron 

emission tomography (PET) imaging with the high affinity D2/3 receptor ligand [18F]-fallypride.  
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3.2 SUMMARY 
 
Dysregulated dopamine (DA) release in the mesocorticolimbic circuit is noted in Parkinson’s disease 

(PD) patients with impulsive and compulsive behaviors (ICBs). However, the effect of acute DA 

release on mood, localization of this process, and phenotypic differences in patients with ICB remains 

unknown.  In this study, we applied a placebo-controlled dextro-amphetamine (dAMPH) challenge 

in 20 PD patients, 10 with ICBs (PD-ICB) and 10 without (PD-C). Subjective mood experiences 

were measured with well-described self-reported measures including the Positive and Negative 

Affect Scale (PANAS), Drug Effects Questionnaire (DEQ), and Amphetamine Interview Rating 

Scale (AIRS). D2-like receptor availability was measured as non-displaceable binding potential 

(BPND) using PET imaging with the high-affinity D2/3 receptor ligand [18F]-fallypride. Among all 

subjects, dAMPH increased PANAS positive, DEQ feel, DEQ high, and AIRS total scores. Increases 

in PANAS positive and AIRS total scores were greater in the PD-ICB cohort. Results from a mixed 

effects model correlated these questionnaire changes with dAMPH-induced reductions in BPND in 

ventral striatum (VS), caudate, amygdala, and caudo-medial orbitofrontal cortex. Further, baseline 

caudate, VS, and amygdala BPND positively correlated with lower on-dAMPH PANAS positive 

scores. Taken together, we find that elevated mood symptoms of acute dAMPH administration in PD 

are linked to DA release in mesocorticolimbic regions. Distinctions in behavioral effects seen among 

PD-ICB subjects emphasize that dysregulated striatal and extra-striatal DA-ergic networks alter 

mood responses to stimulated DA release and may also contribute to behavioral changes resulting 

from DA-targeting therapies in PD.  

3.3 Introduction 

Patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) experience a variety of non-motor symptoms that 

include psychiatric and behavioral changes, among which apathy, anxiety, and depression are the 

most common (Ahearn et al., 2012a; Wen et al., 2016). While necessary for symptomatic control of 
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motor dysfunction, treatments that target dopamine (DA) can also modify behavioral affect, where 

D2 and D3 receptor agonists have evidence of improving depressive symptoms (Menza et al., 1990). 

However, DA agonist (DAA) usage is the strongest risk factor for development of impulsive and 

compulsive behaviors (ICBs), which arise in about one-third of treated PD patients (Ambermoon et 

al., 2011; Garcia-Ruiz et al., 2014b; Park & Stacy, 2011; Weiss & Marsh, 2012a). Defined as 

pathologic failures to resist urges to perform acts regardless of their negative consequences (Mestre 

et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014), ICBs have been linked to altered ventral striatal D2-like receptor 

(D2-R) expression and dysregulated mesocorticolimbic DA release, emphasizing the influence of the 

DA-ergic system in regulating mood in PD (Buckholtz et al., 2010; Probst & van Eimeren, 2013; 

Song et al., 2021; Stark, Smith, Lin, et al., 2018). 

The dorsal and ventral DA networks are differentially impacted in PD. Motor symptoms such 

as tremor and bradykinesia clearly respond to DAA therapies which modulate dorsally-located 

structures such as the substantia nigra and dorsal striatum. The relative preservation of ventral DA 

networks, especially early in the course of PD, may predispose PD patients to ICBs as a result of 

DAA increasing DA neurotransmission in the ventral striatum (VS), putamen, and caudate head 

(Evans et al., 2006; C. T. Smith et al., 2018; Song et al., 2021; Steeves et al., 2009; Pierre Trifilieff 

& Martinez, 2014; Valerie Voon et al., 2014). DA dysregulation that contributes to ICBs may also 

occur extra-striatally, particularly in the amygdala, caudo-medial orbitofrontal cortex (cmOFC), 

insula, and anterior cingulate cortex (Carriere et al., 2015; Cilia et al., 2008; Cilia & van Eimeren, 

2011; McHugh et al., 2013; C. T. Smith et al., 2016; Song et al., 2021).  

Pharmacologic challenge studies can provide important insights that link neurotransmitter 

changes to neuroanatomical circuits and behavioral responses. Amphetamine is commonly used to 

study DA neurotransmission since it robustly causes DA release through its combined ability to 

increase pre-synaptic DA release from stored vesicles, impair DA reuptake by inhibiting DA 

transporters (DAT), and promote DAT-mediated reverse transport of DA into the synaptic cleft 
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(Fleckenstein et al., 2007). Many behavioral studies have utilized dextro-amphetamine (dAMPH) to 

understand how acute DA release influences mood, affect, and physical sensations. Indeed, 

amphetamine has been consistently associated with increased feelings of vigor, elation, friendliness, 

and overall positive mood enhancement (Johanson & Uhlenhuth, 1981; B. C. Kelly et al., 2006). 

Although these mood effects have been associated with increased levels of DA (Ashby et al., 1999), 

there are inconsistent reports of what areas of the brain are related to mood changes, with one study 

reporting that males but not females show positive mood-associated DA release in the left substantia 

nigra (Riccardi et al., 2011), while another study failing to find any significant brain regions 

associated with amphetamine-induced positive affect (Riccardi et al., 2006). 

In this study we performed a single-blinded, placebo-controlled dAMPH intervention, with 

concomitant D2-like receptor imaging, in a cohort of PD patients with and without ICB. Our goals 

were to 1) assess dAMPH-mediated effects on mood in PD, 2) localize dAMPH-induced DA release, 

and 3) determine the relationship between baseline D2-R availability and dAMPH-induced effects 

on mood. D2-R were quantified using positron emission tomography (PET) with [18F]-fallypride 

(Riccardi et al., 2006), a ligand that provides both striatal and extra-striatal assessments of D2-like 

receptor non-displaceable binding potential (BPND). Acute effects on mood were assessed using the 

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) (Sacheli et al., 2019; S.-M. Wang & Tickle-

Degnen, 2018; D Watson et al., 1988), which assesses emotional affect in a two-dimensional model 

of mood; the Drug Effects Questionnaire (DEQ) (Fischman & Foltin, 1991; Morean et al., 2013), 

which assesses the acute subjective effects of addictive substances; and the Amphetamine Interview 

Rating Scale (AIRS) (Schneier et al., 2009; Van Kammen & Murphy, 1975), which assesses the 

effects of amphetamine on mood and physical sensations. By examining the relationship between 

D2-R availability and subjective mood ratings in PD patients with and without ICB, our study 

provides insight into the neuroanatomical substrates of DA-ergic regulation of mood in PD.   
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3.4 METHODS 
 
Population 

Participants were recruited from the Vanderbilt University Medical Center Department of Neurology, 

and all completed written informed consent approved by the Vanderbilt University Institutional 

Review Board. Exclusion criteria included DAA therapy for >8 years; patient age <45 or >80 years; 

concomitant use of GABA-altering medications; comorbid neurological disease (e.g. stroke, 

dementia, etc.); diagnosis of an untreated mood disorder from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 

of Mental Disorders (5th ed.) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013); prior history of deep-brain 

stimulation surgical implant; and any other condition precluding MRI imaging. 

 

 

Table 3-1. Demographic and clinical evaluation of PD participants  

Variables All PD ICB+ 

(PD-ICB) 

ICB- 

(PD-C) 

Test statistic, p 

(PD-ICB vs. PD-C) 

N 20 10 10 - 

Sex (M/F) 12/8 7/3 5/5 0.833, 0.361 

Age (yrs) 64.1 ± 5.78 65.8 ± 6.60 62.4 ± 4.53 2.12, 0.198 

Disease duration (yrs) 6.43 ± 3.07 6.10 ± 2.28 6.75 ± 3.81 2.13, 0.650 

MDS-UPDRS-III  

(off-dAMPH) 

28.7 ± 13.1 27.6 ± 12.4 29.7 ± 14.3 2.10, 0.730 

Total LEDD (mg/day) 671 ± 302 671 ± 314 672 ± 306 2.10, 0.994 

QUIP-RS 26.0 ± 13.9 30.0 ± 12.0 19.9 ± 12.1 1.88, 0.038 

Data are shown as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical tests: chi-squared test (sex); non-parametric t-test 
(age, disease duration, MDS-UPDRS-III, Total LEDD, QUIP-RS). Significant comparisons (p < 0.05) are 
shown in bold.  
Abbreviations: MDS-UPDRS = Movement Disorders Society-United Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale, 
LEDD =  Levodopa Equivalent Daily Dose; QUIP-RS = Questionnaire for Impulsive-Compulsive 
Disorders in Parkinson’s Disease-Rating Scale. 
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20 participants diagnosed with idiopathic PD completed the study. Based on diagnostic 

interview, 10 met criteria for ICB disorder (PD-ICB) and 10 did not (PD-C). All participants 

completed the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) to assess global cognitive functioning (with 

average scores equalling 26.0), the Movement Disorders Society-Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating 

Scale (UPDRS) (Ebersbach et al., 2006b; Goetz et al., 2007; Werner Poewe & Mahlknecht, 2009a) 

parts II and III to assess symptom severity, and the Questionnaire for Impulsive-Compulsive 

Disorders in Parkinson’s Disease-Rating Scale (QUIP-RS) to assess and quantify impulsive 

behaviors (Weintraub et al., 2009a, 2012). The groups were evenly matched for sex, age, disease 

duration, UPDRS-III score, and levodopa equivalent daily dose (Table 3-1). The PD-ICB cohort had 

significantly higher QUIP-RS (p = 0.038) scores than the PD-C cohort (Table 3-1).  

 

Trait impulsivity, subjective measures 

Patients completed four questionnaires: QUIP-RS, PANAS, DEQ, and AIRS. Subscale scores were 

calculated including the 2 sub-domains of PANAS, 5 sub-domains of DEQ, and 6 sub-domains of 

AIRS; the QUIP-RS had no sub-domains. Percent-change in scores was defined as (score off-

dAMPH – score on-dAMPH) / maximum subscale score, which accounted for baseline scale scores 

rated as zero. Scores in PANAS positive and PANAS negative both ranged from 10 to 50. Scores in 

DEQ feel, DEQ high, DEQ dislike, DEQ like, and DEQ want ranged from 0 to 100 each. Scores in 

AIRS activation and AIRS depression both ranged from 0 to 120; AIRS physical from 0 to 180; AIRS 

euphoria from 0 to 80; AIRS dysphoria from 0 to 140; and AIRS sleepiness from 0 to 40. 

 

MRI acquisition 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans were acquired to provide high-resolution structural 

delineation for quantification of [18F]-fallypride non-displaceable binding potential (BPND). All scans 

were completed with a 3.0 T Philips scanner using body coil transmission and 32-channel SENSE 
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array reception. Structural images were acquired using a T1-weighted high-resolution anatomical 

scan (MPRAGE; spatial resolution = 1 x 1 x 1 mm3; TR/TE = 8.9/4.6 ms). MRI scans were obtained 

prior to PET scans on each patient’s first visit day. 

 

PET imaging, data processing 

[18F]-fallypride was produced by the Vanderbilt Radiochemistry Core laboratory using synthesis and 

quality control procedures described in U.S. Food and Drug Administration IND 12,035. PET scans 

were completed on a Philips Vereos PET-CT scanner with a 3D emission acquisition and a 

transmission attenuation correction. Images had an axial resolution of 4 mm and in-plane resolution 

of 4.0 mm with a 5.8 mm FWHM. Following a bolus injection of 5.0 mCi [18F]-fallypride, serial 

scans were obtained for approximately 3.5 hours. Subjects received two scans, one in the on-dAMPH 

state and another in the off-dAMPH state. PET image corrections and registration were performed as 

previously described (Mann et al., 2021; Song et al., 2021). [18F]-fallypride BPND was quantified 

using the simplified reference tissue (SRTM) model in the Pixel-wise Modeling Tool from PMOD, 

version 4.2. The cerebellum served as a reference region due to its limited D2/3-R expression. For 

subject-level analyses, parametric BPND images from both sessions were co-registered to each 

participant’s MRI image as previously described (Mann et al., 2021; Song et al., 2021).  

Regions-of-interest (ROI) were obtained in ventral striatum (VS), caudate head, putamen, 

globus pallidus (GP), substantia nigra (SN), amygdala, caudo-medial orbitofrontal cortex (cmOFC), 

hypothalamus, insula, and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). Bilateral subcortical ROIs of VS, caudate 

head, putamen, SN, amygdala, and cerebellum were manually defined on the T1 MRI image 

according to established anatomical criteria. The hypothalamus was manually defined using a 

previously described method (Klomp et al., 2012). The cmOFC was manually defined using 

landmarks previously described definitions (Ongür & Price, 2000) including Brodmann areas 14c 
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and the posterior medial aspect of area 13; this definition was also used in (Song et al., 2021). The 

GP was defined using segmentation provided by FSL (version 6.0, FMRIB Software Library). 

 

Experimental design 

Each subject underwent a baseline general physical exam, electrocardiogram, complete blood count 

with basic metabolic panel, assessment of PD severity utilizing the MDS-UPDRS parts II and III 

(Ebersbach et al., 2006b; Werner Poewe & Mahlknecht, 2009a), assessment of impulsivity with a 

semi-structured interview, and completion of the QUIP-RS. We used a two-scan protocol to evaluate 

the effects of dAMPH on DA-R availability estimated with BPND and percent-change BPND relative 

to baseline, defined as (BP off-dAMPH – BP on-dAMPH) / BP off-dAMPH. Following 72-hour 

DAA medication withdrawal, patients received placebo on the first experimental day and 0.43 mg/kg 

dAMPH on the day of the second scan, although patients were informed that the order of placebo 

and drug would be randomized. The order of scans was arranged to minimize any potential of 

dAMPH-induced changes to D2-R. 3 hours after single-blinded administration of treatment, patients 

completed the PANAS, DEQ, and AIRS. PET and MRI images were also obtained as described 

above. Following a 48-hour washout, patients received the opposite treatment using the same 

protocol as described above. All patients were consistently monitored for possible adverse events 

throughout the experiment. 

 

Statistics  

Analyses were computed using R version 4.1.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 

Austria). All tests assumed non-normal distributions of data and considered the covariates of sex and 

a principal component (PC1) for age and UPDRS-III score, which assesses severity of PD motor 

symptoms. Wilcoxon signed-rank test assessed change in behavioral subscale scores in off- vs. on-

dAMPH states; this assessment was performed for all subjects, ICB+ subjects (PD-ICB), and ICB- 
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subjects (PD-C). A mixed effects model (BPND on/off ~ behavioral subscale score on/off + sex + 

PC1) assessed the relationship between behavioral subscale scores and BPND within each ROI, with 

treatment (off- vs. on-dAMPH) as the repeated measures variable. A Spearman correlation assessed 

the relationship between QUIP-RS scores and percent-change in behavioral subscale scores. Finally, 

a Spearman correlation assessed the relationship between off-dAMPH (i.e., baseline) BPND within 

each ROI and percent-change in behavioral subscale scores. Results were controlled at a False 

Discovery Rate (FDR) of 0.05 to correct for multiple comparisons as used previously (Stark, Smith, 

Petersen, et al., 2018) and reported as pCORR unless otherwise specified. Effect sizes for the Wilcoxon 

analysis were calculated by Cohen’s d.  

 

3.5 RESULTS 
 
dAMPH effects on mood  

We evaluated the effect of dAMPH on behavioral outcomes as measured by three complimentary 

scales that assess stimulant effects on mood. Scores reported in the placebo state are denoted as OFF, 

and those reported in the 

dAMPH state are ON. dAMPH 

administration increased 

PANAS positive scores across 

all PD subjects (Cohen’s d = 

0.612; pCORR = 0.002) (Fig. 3-

1). When separated by ICB 

status, we found that this 

relationship is more prominent 

in the PD-ICB group, which 

showed significant changes 
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Figure 3-1. Box and whisker plots showing mean and standard error for 
PANAS positive scores in all PD subjects (left) and split into PD-ICB 
(middle) and PD-C cohorts (right), in both off-dAMPH (blue) and on-
dAMPH (red) conditions. ** indicates statistically significant results 
after multiple comparisons correction at p < 0.05, and *** at p < 0.01. 
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when assessing the ON-OFF state (d = 0.660; pCORR = 0. 025) compared to the PD-C group, whose 

ON-OFF differences were noticeable but did not survive multiple comparisons correction (d = 0.533; 

p = 0.026; pCORR = 0.338) (Fig. 3-1). QUIP-RS ratings did not correlate with the PANAS positive 

response (data not shown). No effect of dAMPH was observed for the PANAS negative subscale.   

When considering dAMPH-related changes in AIRS, total scores increased significantly from 

placebo across all participants (d = 0.829; pCORR = 0.012) (Fig. 3-2A). Within AIRS, across all PD 

subjects, dAMPH significantly increased scores in the activation (d = 0.645; pCORR = 0.029), physical 

(d = 0.561; pCORR = 0.061), and euphoria (d = 0.329; pCORR = 0.088) subscales (Fig. 3-2B, 3-2C, 3-

2D respectively). For these subscales, it did not appear that either PD-ICB or PD-C cohort responded 
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Figure 3-2. Box and whisker plots showing mean and standard error scores for all PD subjects (left) and 
split into PD-ICB (middle) and PD-C cohorts (right) in both off-dAMPH (blue) and on-dAMPH (red) 
conditions for AIRS total (A), AIRS activation (B), AIRS physical (C), and AIRS euphoria (D) scores. * 
indicates statistically significant results after multiple comparisons correction at p < 0.1 and ** at p < 0.05. 
# indicates results significant (p < 0.05) before multiple comparisons correction.   
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differently to dAMPH (Fig. 3-2B, 3-2C, 3-2D). Interestingly, while AIRS sleepiness scores did not 

change across all participants (d = -2.75; pCORR = 0.39), the PD-ICB cohort showed significant 

reductions in AIRS sleepiness (d = -0.628; pCORR = 0.025; data not shown in figure) which was not 

seen in the PD-C group. No effect of dAMPH was observed for the AIRS depression and dysphoria 

subscales. QUIP-RS 

scores negatively 

correlated with dAMPH-

induced change in the 

AIRS depression (R2 = 

0.19; pCORR = 0.054) 

subscale only, indicating 

greater subjective 

feelings of depression 

(Fig. 3-3) while on 

dAMPH. 

 
 

Finally, when assessing dAMPH-induced changes in the DEQ subscales, we noted significant 

increases across all PD subjects in DEQ feel (d = 0.793; pCORR = 0.063) (Fig. 3-4A) and DEQ high 

scores (d = 0.777; pCORR = 0.086) (Fig. 3-4B). However, neither PD-ICB nor PD-C cohort responded 

differently to dAMPH (Fig. 3-4A and 3-4B) in either subscale. QUIP-RS ratings did not correlate 

with the DEQ feel or high response (data not shown).  No effect of dAMPH was observed for the 

DEQ dislike, like, or want subscales.    
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Figure 3-3. Spearman correlation indicating the relationship between change 
in AIRS depression scores, defined as (off-dAMPH – on-dAMPH) / off-
dAMPH, related to QUIP-RS across all PD subjects. Blue dots indicate 
individual subjects; solid blue line indicates regression line; red dotted lines 
indicate 95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 3-4. Box and whisker plots showing mean and standard error scores for all PD subjects (left) and split into 
PD-ICB (middle) and PD-C cohorts (right) in both off-dAMPH (blue) and on-dAMPH (red) conditions for DEQ 
feel (A) and DEQ high (B) scores. * indicates statistically significant results after multiple comparisons correction 
at p < 0.1. 

 

Localization of DA release associations with subjective experiences 

 The effect of dAMPH on non-displaceable binding potential (BPND) and behavioral responses 

was assessed using a linear mixed effects model; for quantification of dAMPH-induced displacement, 

see Table 2 in (Song et al., 2021). This analysis focused on the questionnaire subscales where 

significant dAMPH-induced effects were noted among all participants. Subscale score relationships 

with regional BPND changes can all be found in Table 3-2. Total AIRS scores significantly correlated 

with dAMPH-induced reductions in VS BPND (b = -0.011; pCORR = 0.027), amygdala BPND (b = -

0.001; pCORR = 0.080), and cmOFC BPND (b = -0.006; pCORR = 0.070). Among the subscales assessed, 

a significant correlation between AIRS activation scores and VS BPND was noted (b = -0.022; pCORR 

= 0.059).  

Although the following relationships did not survive multiple comparisons correction, we 

find these results noteworthy since similar ROIs appeared in multiple statistical analyses. PANAS 

positive scores correlated with dAMPH-induced reductions in VS BPND (b = -0.055; p = 0.034). DEQ 

feel scores correlated with dAMPH-induced reductions in caudate head BPND (b = -0.009; p = 0.020) 

and VS BPND (b = -0.012; p = 0.031). DEQ high scores correlated with dAMPH-induced reductions 
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in caudate head BPND (b = -0.008; p = 0.050). AIRS activation scores correlated with caudate BPND 

(b = -0.011; p = 0.046) and hypothalamus BPND (b = -0.003; p = 0.041; data not shown in table). AIRS 

physical sub-scale scores correlated with caudate head BPND (b = -0.014; p = 0.039), VS BPND (b = -

0.022; p = 0.019), cmOFC BPND (b = -0.011; p = 0.050), and insula BPND (b = -0.004; p = 0.036; data 

not shown in table). There were no significant correlations between AIRS euphoria scores and BPND 

in any ROI.  

There were no significant correlations between any of the questionnaire scores and BPND in 

putamen, GP, SN, and ACC. All regression coefficients from significant comparisons were negative, 

indicating that a reduction in D2-R availability corresponded with a higher questionnaire score.  

 

Table 3-2. Results of mixed effects model correlating questionnaire scores with regional BPND  

Only ROIs with significant findings are shown in table. Significant comparisons (pCORR < 0.1) are shown in bold. 
Comparisons significant (p < 0.05) before multiple comparisons correction are shown with an asterisk (*).  
Abbreviations: cmOFC = caudo-medial orbitofrontal cortex  

 

Baseline D2-R availability as a predictor of amphetamine effects  

Finally, we assessed baseline (off-dAMPH) D2-R availability as a predictor of dAMPH-induced 

changes in subjective mood. We found significant positive associations between changes in PANAS 

 BPND (regression coefficient, p-value uncorrected, p-value corrected) 

Questionnaire Caudate head Ventral striatum  Amygdala cmOFC 

PANAS 

positive 

-0.019, 0.32, 0.48 -0.055, 0.034*, 0.28 -0.004, 0.33, 0.48 -0.027, 0.11, 0.28 

Total AIRS -0.005, 0.062, 0.16 -0.011, 0.0027, 0.027 -0.001, 0.024, 0.080 -0.006, 0.014, 0.070 

AIRS 

activation 

AIRS physical 

AIRS euphoria 

DEQ feel 

DEQ high 

-0.011, 0.046*, 0.15 

-0.014, 0.039*, 0.13 

-0.005, 0.71, 0.71 

-0.009, 0.020*, 0.16 

-0.008, 0.050*, 0.47 

-0.022, 0.0059, 0.059 

-0.022, 0.019*, 0.13 

-0.020, 0.23, 0.50 

-0.012, 0.031*, 0.16 

-0.010, 0.11, 0.47 

-0.001, 0.29, 0.48 

-0.003, 0.087, 

0.15 

-0.003, 0.23, 0.50 

-0.001, 0.27, 0.41 

-0.001, 0.24, 0.47 

-0.006, 0.22, 0.44 

-0.012, 0.050*, 0.13 

-0.006, 0.60, 0.71 

-0.006, 0.070, 0.23 

-0.004, 0.28, 0.47 
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positive scores and baseline BPND in amygdala (R2 = 0.36; pCORR= 0.091) (Fig. 3-5A), caudate head 

(R2 = 0.33; pCORR = 0.091) (Fig. 5B), and VS (R2 = 0.37; pCORR = 0.091) (Fig. 3-5C) were observed. 

This relationship indicates that a higher BPND corresponded to a greater reduction in PANAS positive 

following dAMPH administration. We did not find associations involving DEQ feel, DEQ high, total 

AIRS, or any AIRS subscale scores and baseline BPND that survived multiple comparisons correction 

for this analysis. In addition, no significant associations involving any ROI other than amygdala, 

caudate head and VS were noted. 

 

Figure 3-5. Spearman correlation indicating the relationship between change in PANAS positive scores, defined 
as (off-dAMPH – on-dAMPH) / off-dAMPH, related to baseline (off-dAMPH) [18F]-fallypride non-displaceable 
binding potential (BP) in amygdala (A), caudate head (B), and VS (C) across all PD subjects. Blue dots indicate 
individual subjects; solid blue line indicates regression line; red dotted lines indicate 95% confidence interval. 
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3.6 DISCUSSION 
 
In patients with PD, acute dAMPH administration induced positive mood effects that localized to 

mesocorticolimbic structures, most significantly in ventral striatum (VS), but also in caudate head 

and the extra-striatal regions of amygdala and cmOFC. While previous studies have implicated the 

VS and caudate in positive mood and affect (Yoo et al., 2019) in PD, we are the first to report 

contributions from amygdala and cmOFC in this capacity. In PD patients, impulsivity correlated 

positively with dAMPH-induced depression, suggesting that dysregulated DA neurotransmission in 

mesocorticolimbic structures may result in abnormal mood and behavioral symptoms. Finally, 

baseline D2-R availability in the mesocorticolimbic structures of VS, caudate head, and amygdala 

inversely correlated with dAMPH-induced changes in positive mood responses; we interpret greater 

D2-R availability as more preserved DA-ergic networks. 

To date, short-term dAMPH effects have been investigated only in healthy subjects; physical 

symptoms include increased heart rate and blood pressure, while affective changes include euphoria, 

feelings of drug effect, and positive mood (Harro, 2015; Wardle & De Wit, 2012; Wardle et al., 

2012). Of note, (Kirkpatrick et al., 2016) reports that among healthy adults, dAMPH induced 

significant changes in ‘positive’ mood domains (e.g. ‘arousal’ and ‘drug high’) but no net effect on 

‘negative’ domains, a finding noted in our cohort of PD patients which reported an overall net 

positive effect of dAMPH on mood. Furthermore, an [18F]-fallypride study in healthy adults related 

dAMPH-induced DA receptor displacement in VS to attention and cognitive processing, but not 

affect (Riccardi et al., 2006). This study extends previous [18F]-fallypride-based investigations of 

dAMPH effects by involving patients with known neuroanatomical defects (e.g., PD) and linking 

dAMPH-induced mood and behavioral effects to changes in D2-R availability in both striatal and 

extra-striatal regions. Here we discuss these findings and the implications for future therapeutic 

interventions in PD. 
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Localization of dAMPH effects  

The focus on the effects of acute dAMPH administration in a PD population allows us to 

investigate DA release in the mesocorticolimbic network, as dorsal DA networks are essentially 

lesioned in PD. Since early motor manifestations of PD involves progressive loss of dorsally-located 

DA-ergic neurons most notably in midbrain (i.e. substantia nigra) and dorsal striatum, we did not 

expect significant DA release to occur in this network. This was corroborated by our mixed effects 

model which showed positive mood effects localizing chiefly to VS, with similar trends in the caudate 

head, amygdala, and cmOFC. Our results reinforce findings from preclinical studies indicating a role 

for mesocortical structures in affective and behavioral regulation (Everitt et al., 1999; Haber & 

Knutson, 2010). Moreover, given the VS and caudate’s known roles in reward and habit formation 

(R. Daniel & Pollmann, 2014; Yin & Knowlton, 2006; Zald et al., 2004), we accurately hypothesized 

that the acute mood effects of an addictive substance such as amphetamine would correlate with DA 

release in VS and caudate. 

Besides the striatum, our study found extra-striatal contributions to positive mood regulation 

among PD patients. The OFC sends dense projections to amygdala, and they both share bidirectional 

inputs to hypothalamus. These three structures play complimentary roles; the amygdala encodes 

information about emotional value, the hypothalamus coordinates peripheral emotional responses, 

and the OFC helps adapt behavior in relation to emotional cues (O’Doherty, 2004; Rempel-Clower, 

2007). These structures are likely involved in broad emotional valence rather than one specific mood 

state, consistent with recent findings indicating that the amygdala and OFC are sensitive to positive 

emotion intensity (Bonnet et al., 2015). Interestingly, previous literature has investigated these 

structures’ roles in aggression (Gouveia et al., 2019; Kunwar et al., 2015); although our study did not 

investigate aggressive behaviors, we found that increased DA neurotransmission in the 

aforementioned structures is involved in positive emotional effects. Finally, while (Fotros et al., 

2013b) and (C. T. Smith et al., 2016) have examined the role of amygdala and cmOFC respectively 
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among healthy subjects’ responses to dAMPH, we are the first to explore how these structures 

contribute to mood regulation in PD. Overall, our results are consistent with a relatively intact 

mesocorticolimbic circuit in early-to-mid stages of PD.  

Interestingly, PANAS and DEQ dAMPH-related score changes were associated with DA 

release from caudate head and VS, whereas AIRS changes correlated both in striatum (caudate and 

VS), and extra-striatally in amygdala and cmOFC. These differences could be explained by the AIRS 

assessment, which interrogates more physical symptoms (e.g., alertness, dizziness, etc.) rather than 

PANAS or DEQ. Indeed, in our cohort, AIRS subscale scores were highest in the activation and 

physical responses, indicating that under the influence of dAMPH, PD patients feel not merely 

positive mood effects but increased levels of overall arousal. Both amygdala and OFC have been 

shown to play a role in arousal, and primate data supports the importance of the OFC in directing 

attention and modulating arousal in relation to emotional and social cues (Goursaud & Bachevalier, 

2020).  

Together, our data suggest a striatal-fronto-cortical network of mood regulation in the 

presence of dAMPH, and the mesocorticolimbic circuit as a viable target for mood symptoms in PD. 

Moreover, findings in the amygdala and cmOFC emphasize the use of [18F]-fallypride as an assay 

for D2-R availability both within and outside the striatum, and underscores how affective regulation 

occurs extra-striatally.  

 

Impulsivity and mood in PD 

ICBs among PD patients are thought to emerge from DAA-induced increases in phasic DA 

release in structures such as VS (Song et al., 2021). In otherwise healthy subjects, other studies have 

linked impulsivity to increased tonic levels of synaptic DA in the striatum (Cools et al., 2011; Evans 

et al., 2006; P Trifilieff et al., 2013). Among ICB patients, an altered neurobiology of striatal DA 

networks may predispose patients to unwanted non-motor side effects from typical DA-modifying 
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therapies. Predictably, we observed differing mood responses to dAMPH based on ICB status. 

Specifically, ICB+ patients (PD-ICB cohort) showed greater dAMPH-induced elevations in positive 

mood compared to their ICB- counterparts (PD-C cohort), as well as greater increases in AIRS total 

scores, indicating an overall elevation in multiple symptom domains to include physical perceptions 

in addition to affective changes. Our data implies that increased tonic synaptic DA in striatum may 

augment the pleiotropic effects of phasic DA release. Clinically, acute modification of DA tone in 

mesocorticolimbic structures results in differing emotional and physical perceptions between ICB+ 

and ICB- PD populations.  

The net positive effect of dAMPH on mood remained consistent in both PD-ICB and PD-C 

cohorts. However, when taken as a continuous variable (e.g., QUIP-RS score), impulsivity was found 

to positively correlate with greater feelings of depression following acute dAMPH administration. 

Notably, we are not the first to observe a relationship between impulsivity and depression in PD; 

Scott et al (2020) observed that among PD patients, depression was most common alongside both 

apathy and ICB, and cited a lack of motivational control as a potential unifier between negative mood 

and dysregulated behavior. Our study suggests that although acute dAMPH administration is related 

to overall positive mood across the entire cohort, patients with sufficiently severe ICB may 

experience the opposite effect. These results echo prior reports of an inverted U-shaped relationship 

between baseline DA-R availability and mood responses to DAA therapy (Cools & D’Esposito, 

2011) as well as sensation-seeking personality (Gjedde et al., 2010). Mechanistically, since ICBs are 

associated with stronger striatal and extra-striatal phasic DA release (Song et al., 2021), increased 

DA neurotransmission in mesocortical areas involved in motivation and reward could paradoxically 

result in more depressive feelings – consistent with the ‘dopamine overdose hypothesis’ of mood. 

Finally, the fact that PD patients exhibit higher levels of impulsivity compared to healthy controls 

(Aumann et al., 2020) highlights the importance of considering baseline D2-R availability in the 

general PD population, not merely those patients with diagnosed ICBs.  
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Baseline BPND as predictors of mood effects 

We found an interesting relationship between BPND in the off-drug state and the PANAS 

positive subscale. All PD subjects experienced greater dAMPH-induced increases in positive mood, 

with decreased baseline D2-R availability in VS, caudate head, and amygdala. Our results could be 

explained by D2-R downregulation and neuronal death, both pathologic processes that worsen as PD 

progresses (Hisahara & Shimohama, 2011); fewer receptors would increase competition for binding 

spots, resulting in a lower BPND. Additionally, because these processes tend to progress in a caudo-

rostral fashion, it is likely that DA receptors in more rostral parts of the brain such as VS are more 

preserved. Notably, Stark et al (2018) found that compared to age- and sex-matched controls, PD 

patients exhibit significantly lower BPND in caudate and amygdala, but not VS. It is noteworthy that 

when assessing positive mood effects in relation to baseline D2-R availability, the structures of VS, 

caudate, and amygdala were again implicated to subserve mood effects of dAMPH – mirroring our 

mixed effects model. These results further underscore the role of DA in mood regulation and provide 

support for the mesocorticolimbic circuit in modulating affective responses to DA-ergic changes.  

 

Our study had several limitations, most notably a sample size of 20. However, such a cohort 

size is not uncommon for PET studies given the rigorous nature of these investigations. To mitigate, 

we employed a study design so that every participant received both placebo and dAMPH, and 

consistently used the covariates of age, sex, and UPDRS-III score in all statistical analyses, with age 

and UPDRS-III scores combined into a principal component in our general linear models to reduce 

the number of covariates. Notably, the ROIs of VS, caudate, amygdala were found to significantly 

correlate with mood effects in two different statistical analyses, underscoring the consistency of our 

results. Another limitation was that self-reported questionnaires relied on patient insight into changes 

in mood and behavior; however, responses were obtained in both off- and on-drug conditions so that 
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each subject had a baseline score to serve as an internal control. Finally, D2-R availability is 

heterogenous in this population and relates to other factors besides mood such as patient age, disease 

severity, and disease duration (Hisahara & Shimohama, 2011). To mitigate these effects, we 

accounted for these factors in our statistical analyses, and our mixed effects model used both off- and 

on-drug BPND to account for each subject’s D2-R availability at baseline.  

 

3.7 CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study, we found that in PD, dAMPH exerts a net positive effect on mood that is mediated by 

DA neurotransmission in key mesocorticolimbic structures: ventral striatum (VS), caudate head, 

amygdala, and cmOFC. Impulsivity alters how PD patients perceive dAMPH mood effects and 

correlates with dAMPH-induced depression. Finally, baseline D2-R occupancy in VS, caudate, and 

amygdala can predict dAMPH-induced improvements in mood. These results emphasize that 

modification of DA-ergic tone in the mesocorticolimbic circuit overall improves mood in PD, but 

these effects can also be influenced by pre-existing derangements in reward neurocircuitry associated 

with ICBs. The role that these striatal and extra-striatal structures play in overall affect warrants 

further investigation, especially given the prevalence of apathy and depression among PD patients 

(Ahearn et al., 2012a; Wen et al., 2016). Lastly, our study investigated the acute mood effects of DA 

release, although future studies are needed to explore how DAA therapies influence mood with 

chronic administration.  
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CHAPTER 4 

AMPHETAMINE-INDUCED DOPAMINE RELEASE IN THE CEREBELLUM IN 

PARKINSON’S PATIENTS 

 

4.1 PURPOSE 
 
Long thought to be solely involved in motor control and coordination, the cerebellum has recently 

been investigated for its potential roles in behavioral and executive control. Recent evidence has 

emerged indicating the presence of dopamine receptors in areas of the cerebellum thought to be 

involved in behavioral regulation. Studying dopamine receptor availability in this region of the brain 

in humans is challenging due to most positron emission tomography studies using this a reference 

(receptor-poor) region, so data regarding localization of dopamine receptors in vivo in human subjects 

remains low.  This study aims to assess cerebellar dopamine displacement in response to an 

amphetamine challenge in a human Parkinson’s disease model using a translatable model of time 

activity curve measurements and a classical non-displaceable binding potential model. 

 

4.2 SUMMARY 

 

In this study we investigated the hypothesis that the posterior cerebellum, particularly Crus I and 

Crus II has sufficient D2 receptors that dopamine displacement could be quantified under 

pharmacological challenge with amphetamine as measured with positron emission tomography 

(PET) imaging. We found that, in a group of 20 Parkinson’s patients, dextroamphetamine (dAMPH) 

has a significant decrease on [18F] fallypride binding potential in both the ROIs consisting of the Crus 

I-II areas and the ROI consisting of cerebellar lobules VIIIa, VIIIb, and IX, when using the middle 

cerebellar peduncle as a reference region, and a statistically significant decrease in the area under the 

curve when assessing the kinetics in the time activity curve. These results provide evidence that there 

are sufficient dopamine receptors in the cerebellum to measure displacement using a pharmacological 
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challenge and connects recent findings in the animal literature to a human population. Additionally, 

these results provide further evidence that the cerebellum plays a modulatory role in larger known 

dopamine systems, such as the mesocorticolimbic and/or nigrostriatal systems.  

 

4.3 INTRODUCTION 

 
Classically, the cerebellum has been considered a brain area that is solely responsible for motor 

movement coordination and control (Anderson, 1993; V. B. Brooks, 1975; Bruggencate, 1975; J D 

Schmahmann & Sherman, 1998; Jeremy D. Schmahmann, 1991). However, in the last decade or two 

there has been increasing evidence that the cerebellum also plays a role in cognition, emotion, and 

even social abilities (Baillieux et al., 2008; Carta et al., 2019; Cutando et al., 2022; Locke et al., 2020, 

2018; Strick et al., 2009; Turner et al., 2007). Several studies have published on the location and role 

of serotonin (5-HT) and noradrenaline (NA) in modulation of cerebellar activity, however there 

remains a relative paucity of data regarding potential mechanisms and distribution of the monoamine 

dopamine in the cerebellum ( Kitzman & Bishop, 1994; Moises et al., 1983; Sievers et al., 1981; 

Strahlendorf et al., 1984; Woodward et al., 1991 are early work, but full literature nicely reviewed in 

Flace et al., 2021) . 

However, anatomical connections between the cerebellum and dopamine-related structures 

have been established. Although indirect pathways had been established from the cerebellum to VTA 

(Mittleman et al., 2008; Rogers et al., 2011, 2013), recent findings in a mouse model revealed direct 

projections from deep cerebellar nuclei to the ventral tegmental area (VTA), and stimulation of these 

projections was rewarding and resulted in increased sociability (Carta et al., 2019). Further, VTA 

connections are the major pathways by which the brain controls reward, motivation, salience, and 

other related behaviors. The VTA sends projections to prefrontal cortex, amygdala, and nucleus 

accumbens, all part of the mesocorticolimbic system, and potential targets for cerebellar-mediated 

VTA activity (Fudge et al., 2017; Han et al., 2017; Ikemoto, 2007; Mikhailova et al., 2016). In fact, 
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modulation of cerebellar activity has been shown to change dopamine efflux in the prefrontal cortex 

(Mittleman et al., 2008). The cerebellum has been implicated in multiple dopamine-related 

neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders including, but not limited to, Parkinson’s disease (PD), 

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), schizophrenia, autism spectrum disorders (ASD), 

and addiction (Andreasen & Pierson, 2008; Bruchhage et al., 2018; Glaser et al., 2006; Mittleman et 

al., 2008; Moers-Hornikx et al., 2009; Palmen et al., 2004; J D Schmahmann & Sherman, 1998; 

Stoodley, 2016). 

 

A recently published paper used a mouse model with a fluorescent reporter to visualize and 

quantify dopamine D2 receptors throughout the cerebellum (Cutando et al., 2022). They found 

widespread D2 receptors in the Purkinje cell layer of the cerebellar vermis and hemispheres, but 

particular abundance located in Crus I-II. Further, they found that ablation of dopamine receptors in 

Crus I-II resulted in mice that spent less time with a novel mouse than a familiar mouse, indicating a 

role for cerebellar dopaminergic influence over social novelty (Cutando et al., 2022). These results 

closely resemble results found in a study done in 1997 that found a high density of TH 

immunoreactive fibers distributed in posterior cerebellar vermal areas, and in lobules VI, Crus, I and 

Crus II in a cat model (Nelson et al., 1997). 

Evidence provided by multiple animal models has provided sufficient evidence to conclude 

that dopamine receptors (both D1-like and D-2 like) are present in the cerebellum, most prominently 

in the posterior cerebellum localized to lobules VI, Crus I, and Crus II. Importantly, as mentioned 

above, both direct and indirect projections from deep cerebellar nuclei to the VTA have been 

established as a way for the cerebellum to modulate brain activity across the mesocorticolimbic 

system (Carta et al., 2019; Mittleman et al., 2008; Rogers et al., 2011, 2013; Snider et al., 1976a, 

1976b). Furthermore, these connections and their relationship to dysexecutive function have been 

investigated non-invasively using diffusion and tractography magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
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techniques. Recent imaging studies in both non-human primates and humans revealed strong 

functional connectivity between the cerebellum and prefrontal cortical areas  (Krienen & Buckner, 

2009). Cognitive and emotional impairments such as deficits in associative learning, verbal ability, 

planning, and working memory have been observed clinically in patients with cerebellar lesions and 

cerebellar atrophy, which further implicates the cerebellum in these processes (Botez-Marquard & 

Botez, 1993; Bracke-Tolkmitt et al., 1989; Kumar et al., 2010; Rapoport et al., 2000; Rogers et al., 

2011; J D Schmahmann & Sherman, 1998). 

Assessing cerebellar dopamine with PET provides a challenge, as the cerebellum is generally 

used as a reference region when assessing D2 receptor availability in other brain regions, although at 

least three studies using another high affinity D2 receptor ligand [11C] FLB 457 have found 

significant amounts of binding in the cerebellum (Asselin et al., 2007; Delforge et al., 1999; Olsson 

et al., 2004). Interestingly, a study comparing the non-displaceable binding potential of [11C] FLB 

457 and [18F] fallypride found significant specific binding in the cerebellum with [11C] FLB 457 but 

not with [18F] fallypride (Vandehey et al., 2010a), though they were interested in the difference 

between the two tracers and did not use an alternative reference region. Here, we aim to investigate 

if D2 receptors in two ROIs in the posterior cerebellum can be measured in human subjects using a 

white matter region of the cerebellum as a reference region.  

 

4.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Subjects  

Twenty subjects were recruited from the Movement Disorders Clinic at Vanderbilt University 

Medical Center (Nashville, TN, USA). The inclusion criteria for the study included a diagnosis of 

idiopathic PD as defined by the standard of the UK Brain Bank criteria, aged between 45-80 years, a 

Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) score greater than 22, current dopamine agonist use 

(defined as contiguous use for at least 30 days), and the ability to give informed consent (Damian et 
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al., 2011b; Hoops et al., 2009; Nazem et al., 2009). Levodopa and dopamine agonist dosages were 

converted to levodopa-equivalent daily dose (LEDD). Exclusion criteria consisted of use of 

GABAergic medications, previous exposure to dAMPH or stimulant use, comorbid neuropsychiatric 

symptoms such as untreated depression, mania, psychosis, or schizophrenia, and/or a medical 

condition that affects metabolic, neurologic, or cardiac systems. Finally, because this study involved 

the use of a radiolabeled ligand, subjects were excluded if they had received radiation in the past 

year, had regular exposure to radiation, or contraindications to either magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) or positron emission tomography (PET) imaging (e.g., excessive tremor, claustrophobia, 

presence of deep brain stimulator, etc.). This study was approved by the Vanderbilt Institutional 

Review Board, and all participants provided written and informed consent.  

 

As part of the standard screening process, all potential subjects underwent a review of medical 

history, blood work including a complete blood count and metabolic panel, urine drug screen, and 

electrocardiogram (EKG) to ensure patient safety and eligibility. To determine if impulsive-

compulsive behaviors (ICBs) were present, all participants completed the Questionnaire for 

Impulsive-Compulsive Disorders in Parkinson’s Disease – Rating Scale (QUIP-RS) and underwent 

a semi-structured interview with a board-certified neurologist (D.O.C). The QUIP is a well-validated 

assessment tool that covers a range of highly reported ICBs and includes compulsive gambling, 

buying, sexual behavior, and eating as well as related behaviors: hobbyism, punding, and dopamine 

dysregulation syndrome (Evans et al., 2019; Weintraub et al., 2009b). ICB symptoms were required 

to be clinically problematic and were defined using the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders (DSM-IV-TR; American Psychiatric Association, 2000). 10 out of the 20 participants that 

were eligible met criteria for an ICB diagnosis.  
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Study visit  

 Participants completed two [18F] 

fallypride PET sessions within a 

two-week period and were blinded 

to administration of an oral dose of 

either placebo or dAMPH 

(0.43mg/kg), with the dose 

rounded up to the nearest 2.5 mg by 

institutional investigational drug 

service pharmacy. Although all 

participants were blinded to the 

order of administration, each 

participant received placebo on the 

first visit and dAMPH on the 

second visit with the intention of 

avoiding possible receptor 

expression in response to dAMPH. 

All participants completed part III of the Movement Disorders Society – Unified Parkinson’s disease 

Rating Scale (UPDRS-III) to assess motor function during each visit. Participants underwent a 48-

hour withdrawal from dopamine agonists, entacapone, and amantadine; and a 16-hour withdrawal 

from carbidopa-levodopa prior to each study visit. A brief neurologic exam was performed by the 

study physician (D.O.C) at the beginning of the study visit, and physiological measures (blood 

pressure, respiration, pulse, and temperature) were monitored through the duration of the study to 

Table 4-1. Demographic and clinical evaluation of 
participants 

Variable PD 

N 20 

Age, years 64.1 ± 5.8 

Sex, M/F 12M/8F 

Disease Duration, years 4.9 ± 2.9 

CES-D 13.9 ± 9.8 

MDS-UPDRS Part III   

placebo 28.7 ± 12.7 

dAMPH 26.0 ± 12.8 

Hoehn & Yahr Scale 2 

Total LEDD (mg/day) 671.0 ± 294.1 

QUIP-RS Total Score 25.0 ± 12.5 
Data for age, disease duration, CES-D, MDS-UPDRS, LEDD, and 
QUIP-RS are shown as the average ± the standard deviation. 
CES-D = Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale 
MDS-UPDRS = Movement Disorders Society Unified Parkinson’s 
Disease Rating Scale 
LEDD = Levodopa equivalent daily dose 
QUIP-RS = Questionnaire for Impulsive-Compulsive Disorders in 
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale 
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ensure patient safety as required by regulatory guidance. Clinical characteristics and demographics 

are described in Table 4-1. 

 

Imaging Protocol  

All MRI scans were acquired in order to provide high-resolution anatomical delineation for 

quantification of [18F] fallypride non-displaceable binding potential (BPND). MRIs were completed 

with a 3.0T Philips (Philips Intera Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) MRI scanner 

using body coil transmission and 32-channel SENSE array reception. All structural images were 

acquired using a T1-weighted high-resolution anatomical scan (MPRAGE; spatial resolution 1x1x1 

mm3; TR/TE = 8.9/4.6 ms). 

All PET scans were acquired on a Philips Vereos PET/CT scanner with a three-dimensional emission 

acquisition and a transmission attenuation correction. [18F] fallypride was synthesized and imaged 

by a previously described method (reference). In summary, serial scan acquisition began with a 

simultaneous 5.0 mCi slow bolus injection of [18F] fallypride over a 30-second period. Additionally, 

CT scans were acquired prior to each of three emission scans for attenuation correction. Total scan 

time was approximately 3.5 h with two breaks of 15 minutes between emission scans (at 

approximately 70 min and 135 min post-injection) to best ensure participant comfort. 

 

Image processing  

Following attenuation correction and decay correction, serial PET scans were co-registered to a mean 

reference frame (frame 20), using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM12, Wellcome Trust 

Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK, https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/) to correct for 

motion across emission scans. A mean parametric PET image was then co-registered to the high-

resolution T1 MR image using FSL’s FLIRT with 6 degrees of freedom and a mutual info cost 

function (FSL v6.0, FMRIB, Oxford, UK). 
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 [18F] fallypride non-displaceable binding potential was quantified using the simplified 

reference tissue model (SRTM) in the PXMOD module of PMOD (PMOD technologies, Zurick, 

Switzerland; Lammertsma AA & Hume SP, 1996). Because this study was interested in assessing 

binding potential changes in cerebellar lobules, which most studies use/include as part of the larger 

cerebellum reference region, the middle cerebellar peduncle was used a reference region for its likely 

lower D2/3 receptor expression than posterior cerebellar lobules of interest. Our main area of interest 

was an ROI that consisted of Crus I and Crus II, and a secondary cerebellar ROI, which consisted of 

lobues VIIIa, VIIIb, and IX. The two lobule-based ROIs were made using bilateral labels from the 

SUIT atlas, available in the FSL library (Diedrichsen, 2006; Diedrichsen et al., 2009). The reference 

region ROI was created using the labels for the middle cerebellar peduncle from the JHU atlas, also 

available in the FSL library (Hua et al., 2008; Wakana et al., 2007). The middle cerebellar peduncle 

was used as a reference region as it was far enough away to not have any overlapping regions with 

the other cerebellar ROIs, and it was assumed to have lower D2/3 receptor binding compared to the 

two cerebellar grey matter-based ROIs.  

Time activity curves were also generated from the SRTM model in the PXMOD module of PMOD 

for both placebo and dAMPH scans, with binding data collected at 31 time points: 15s, 30s, 45s, 60s, 

75s, 90s, 105s, 120s, 150s, 180s, 210s, 240s, 270s, 300s, 360s, 420s, 480s, 540s, 600s, 660s, 810s, 

1110s, 1410s, 1710s, 2310s, 2910s, 3510s, 4110s, 6037s, 6787s, 7535s. 

 

Statistical Methods 

To determine if changes could be seen in the off (placebo) vs. on (dAMPH) drug state, we calculated 

the area under the curve (AUC) and the rate of decay for each subject from the time activity curve 

modeling results in PMOD. We then performed a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the AUC in 

the off vs. on drug states using R statistical software (version 4.1.1). To test the difference in BPND 

in the posterior cerebellum between drug states, we used a Mann-Whiteney test. Next, we calculated 
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percent change in the off vs. on state ((Off BPND – ON BPND)/OFF BPND). Additionally, we used a 

general linear model to assess the relationship between baseline BPND and patient demographic 

information including, UPDRS-III scores, age, disease duration, and QUIP scores. Finally, we 

investigated the possible relationship of cerebellar [18F] fallypride displacement with midbrain [18F] 

fallypride displacement using a Spearman correlation. 

 

4.5 RESULTS 
 
Effects of d-amphetamine on time activity curves of [18F] fallypride 

Effects of amphetamine were evaluated by assessing the area under the curve and the maximum value 

difference between the placebo and amphetamine scans for each patient individually (Fig. 4-1 shows 

all the time activity curves). Wilcoxon-signed rank test results show that placebo scans had a 

significantly larger area under the curve than amphetamine scans (p = 0.0012) across our PD subjects. 

Although this was true on the whole, there were a few cases in which the amphetamine scans had 

equivalent or slightly larger AUC than the placebo (see subjects PD6, PD7, PD9, PD16, PD25 in Fig. 

4-1). Upon further examination, these patients do not appear to be statistically or demographically 

distinct in any way from the larger group (although four out of the five do not meet criteria for an 

impulsive-compulsive disorder; data not shown). Additionally, there are patients that do not have 

expected “normal” amphetamine responses in that are described in the literature, the relationship for 

why these subjects do not respond remain unclear (Frankle et al., 2018). It is possible this sample 

may be slightly enriched for non-responsers, or noise  in these patients is higher, resulting in a bais 

in the TACs.
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Figure 4-1. Time activity curves in the Crus I-II region of the cerebellum in each PD subject (PD 1, PD 2, PD 3, 
etc.) following administration of [18F] fallypride. Placebo scan time activity curves are shown in blue, and 
amphetamine (dAMPH) are shown in orange. 
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Effects of d-amphetamine on posterior cerebellar [18F] fallypride binding potential 

Mean BPND from placebo and dAMPH conditions, as well as percent displacement for both ROIs are 

presented in Table 4-2. Mann-Whitney tests show significant reductions in BPND in both the ROI 

containing Crus I-II (t = 4.3, p = 0.002) and the ROI containg lobules VIIIa, VIIIb, and IX (t = 4.6, 

p = 0.003) following dAMPH administration. Further, the Crus I-II ROI showed significantly higher 

baseline BPND than the posterior cerebellar ROI (t = 4.8, p < 0.001).  

Table 4-2. dAMPH-induced displacement in binding potentials  
 Crus I-II   Lobules VIIIa, VIIIb, IX  

Subject Placebo 
BPND 

dAMPH  
BPND 

Percent 
displacement 

Placebo 
BPND 

dAMPH  
BPND 

Percent 
displacement 

1 0.1136 0.0681 40% 0.0555 0.0120 78% 
2 0.2673 0.1854 31% 0.1339 0.0173 87% 
3 0.1235 0.0906 27% 0.0243 0.0232 5% 
4 0.4516 0.2862 37% 0.1934 0.0477 75% 
5 0.3299 0.2135 35% 0.1069 0.0221 79% 
6 0.3243 0.1850 43% 0.1259 0.0839 33% 
7 0.2669 0.2460 8% 0.1473 0.0434 71% 
8 0.1451 0.1153 21% 0.1251 0.0083 93% 
9 0.4099 0.2813 31% 0.2242 0.1951 13% 

10 0.1859 0.1263 32% 0.0616 0.0317 49% 
11 0.1703 0.1295 24% 0.1019 0.0879 14% 
12 0.1661 0.1350 19% 0.0336 0.0310 8% 
13 0.1746 0.1318 24% 0.0299 0.0087 71% 
14 0.1667 0.1134 32% 0.0722 0.0429 41% 
15 0.2277 0.1510 34% 0.1892 0.1155 39% 
16 0.1380 0.0858 38% 0.0860 0.0516 40% 
17 0.1624 0.1208 26% 0.0417 0.0220 47% 
18 0.0959 0.0624 35% 0.0410 0.0251 39% 
19 0.1399 0.0920 34% 0.0667 0.0166 75% 
20 0.1849 0.1386 25% 0.1127 0.0863 23% 

 0.211 ± 
0.100 

0.1360 ± 
0.062 

30% 0.099 ± 
0.058 

0.049 ± 
0.046 

49% 

Bolded values in the bottom row show the average ± the standard deviation for each column. 
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Relationships between binding potential and demographic characteristics 

A general linear model was used to 

assess the relationship between baseline 

BPND  in Crus I-II and patient, age, 

disease duration, UPDRS-III scores and 

QUIP scores. There was no significant 

relationship between baseline BPND  and 

age (p = 0.86), disease duration (p = 

0.24) or UPDRS-III scores (p = 0.17), 

not shown. Interestingly, we do see a 

significantly positive relationship 

between baseline BPND in Crus I-II and 

QUIP scores (p = 0.002; Fig. 2).  

 

Relationships between cerebellar displacement and midbrain displacement 

Because of established connections 

from deep cerebellar nuclei to the 

VTA (a midbrain structure), we 

investigated the correlation 

between [18F] fallypride 

displacement in Crus I-II and 

midbrain (midbrain data obtained 

for the purposes of a separate 

study). We do not see any 
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Figure 4-2. Scatterplot showing relationship of the 
baseline BPND in Crus I-II with QUIP scores for each 
subject including the regression line from the general 
linear model results. 
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BPND in the midbrain with the regression line included from the 
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significant correlation between percent change in BPND in the cerebellar Crus I-II and midbrain (p = 

0.71). 

 

4.6 DISCUSSION 
 
Here, we aimed to investigate whether dopamine receptor availability could be quantified using 

positron emission tomography (PET), and if receptor availability related to motor or behavior 

characteristics in a Parkinson’s disease cohort. We found that dAMPH-induced dopamine release in 

the cerebellum resulted in significant decreases in available D2 receptors in  both cerebellar ROIs. 

Despite baseline D2 receptor availability being significantly higher in the ROI containing Crus I-II 

compared to the ROI contianing lobules VIII and IX, the effect sizes for the changle in BPND 

following amphetamine in the two regions were similar (t = 4.3 and t= 4.6, respectively). We did not 

see any significant associations with demographics such as age, disease duration, or UPDRS-III 

scores, but we did find a significantly positive relationship between baseline BPND in Crus I-II and 

QUIP scores.  

BPND values in the cerebellum, while expected to be low, are consistently less than even low 

level cortical areas (Buchsbaum et al., 2006; Olsson et al., 2004; Stark, Smith, Lin, et al., 2018; N. 

D. Woodward et al., 2009) This is unsurprising, given that the cerebellum has consistently been used 

as a reference (receptor-poor) region for dopamine receptor readioligands for decades. However, in 

this study, we show that D2 receptor availability is high enough in these two regions of the cerebellum 

that it can be a. quantified in reference to the white matter region of the middle cerebellar peduncle, 

and b. quantified under drug challenge of dAMPH. These results set the precedent for future 

dopamine receptor studies in the cerebellum using a cerebellar white matter reference region.  It’s 

possible that some of the values calculated are biased by intrisic noise associated with PET imaging, 

though we tried to mitigate that by using a within-subject design so that on and off-dAMPH measures 

were done in the same person, and therefore subjected to the same background noise (though there 
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are slight variations in dose delivered and time following radiotracer synthesis). In addition to 

reliance on BPND  values obtained using the SRTM modeling methods, we showed that the area under 

the time activity curves significantly differ between drug states, which lends support to the 

assumption that we are capturing low level dopamine receptor occupancy changes in response to 

dAMPH administration. Time activity curve chacteristics have been used before to assess differences 

in [11C] methionine for diagnosing brain tumors in humans, and in assessing uptake differences across 

the brain in non-human primates (Jogeshwar Mukherjee et al., 2005; Nomura et al., 2018). To our 

knowledge, this is the first study to use TACs to assess changes in binding kinetics in an on- and off-

drug paradigm. Here, we see that the time activity curves for this novel reference region are similar 

across subjects with good fit, providing evidence that binding values in this region are not due to 

noise. Further, findings from these assessments align well with observed differences in regional 

BPND, indicating that this assessment could be another useful marker of change in PET imaging. 

Time activity curves can be useful tools to improve our understanding of tracer kinetics in various 

areas of the brain as they allow for a view of when maximum values occur and and overall look at 

washout of the tracer under varying drug conditions, which is not possible with just an overall binding 

potential value.  

One of the caveats to consider when evaluating time activity curves is that not every person 

will receive the exact same amount of [18F] fallypride, and the time from synthesis to injection is 

slightly variable, so these curves may be subject to small, but variable amounts in radiotracer amount 

and decay. Here, we assessed the doseage differences from day 1 to day 2 and did not find significant 

differences in dose amount (difference between the means = 0.042 mCi with the standard error of the 

mean = 0.08, data not shown). Interestingly there were 25% of subjects (N = 5) that showed a lower 

BPND following dAMPH administration compared to placebo, but had an equivalent or slightly larger 

AUC when assessing differences in their time activity curve. These subjects do not vary in their 

demographic characteristics, and are not in the bottom 25% of Crus I-II BPND at baseline (with the 
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exception of subject PD25), so it’s unlikely that an “extra-low” level of dopamine receptors is 

contributing to these results. Other than the aforemention possibility of varying injection dose and 

decay upon injection, it’s possible that the relatively low amount of dopamine receptors in these 

regions lends itself to a small and limited time activity curve, in which the kinectics of tracer binding 

would be less variable following a drug challenge as they would in a dopamine receptor rich area 

such as the putamen.  

We expected challenges such as these to arise when assessing the most commonly used 

reference region however, we see consistent and statistically significant changes in the BPnd in both 

the ROI made up of Crus I-II and in the ROI made up of lobules VIIIa, VIIIb, and IX of the 

cerebellum. These regions have been shown in multiple animal modules to have the highest 

percentage of dopamine receptors, which has led us to believe these are biologically relevant 

measures of dopamine in this area of the cerebellum. Further, studies using the high affinity D2/3 

receptor ligand [11C] FLB 457 have suggested not to use the cerebellum as a reference region if 

employing a high affinity radioligand due to true occupancy in cerebellar regions resulting in 

underestimations in cerebral regions (Asselin et al., 2007). 

Our results demonstrate that dAMPH administration results in a significant decrease in 

dopamine receptor availability in the cerebellum, which provides further evidence for a role of the 

cerebellum in larger dopaminergic networks. Further, baseline D2 receptor availability is strongly 

positively correlated with impulsivity in this population. A recent study found that patients with 

cerebellar ataxia showed significantly higher rates of self-reported impulsivity than age- and sex-

matched peers, which provides support for the idea that cerebellum dysfunction may result in not just 

dopaminergic, but impulsive-specific behavioral dysfunction (Chen et al., 2022). Further, recent data 

demonstrated projections from the cerebellum to VTA robust enough to module reward-driven 

beahvior (Carta et al., 2019) Given the hypotheses described by Miquel et al., (2019), it’s possible 

that cerebellar cortical D2 receptors are activating deep cerebellar nuclei, which leads to increased 
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signals from VTA to mesocorticolimbic structures, resulting in increased impulsive behaviors, 

though this is purely speculative. Assuming that hypothesis is correct, we may only see relationships 

with cerebellar D2 receptor expression and impulsivity in a population where D2 receptors are more 

abundant in ventral striatal and cortical regions (rather than basal ganglia) due to disease pathology. 

Future studies, especially in younger and disease-free cohorts, are needed to further elucidate the 

relationship between cerebellar D2 receptors and impulsivity. 

 

4.7 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Overall, findings here indicate a dopamine system robust enough to measure changes following a 

drug challenge, which could open the possibility of the cerebellum as a target for innovative non-

invasive treatments, such as magnetic or electrical stimulations for neurological and psychiatric 

disorders related to cerebellar and dopamine dysfunction such as Parkinson’s disease, ADHD, and 

schizophrenia. We implicate cerebellar D2 receptor availability in impulsive behaviors, though more 

research is needed to clarify this relationship. Future studies should confirm dopamine receptor 

availability in other populations, especially in an otherwise healthy cohort. Additional receptor 

occupancy studies could also be performed with radioligands more sensitive to areas with lower 

receptor density than the striatum (e.g. [11C] FLB 457).  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

CEREBELLAR NETWORKS OF FRONTAL BEHAVIORS IN ESSENTIAL TREMOR 

 
 
 

5.1 PURPOSE 
 
Essential tremor (ET) has traditionally been considered a progressive movement disorder that 

manifests with tremor that occurs when performing tasks, such as reaching for a pen or drinking from 

a glass. However, in the last few decades cognitive and behavioral problems in this population have 

gained attention. Although the symptom presentation can be heterogeneous in nature, there have been 

consistent reports of cognitive changes associated with a ‘frontosubcortical’ profile (Janicki et al., 

2013). Furthermore, the underlying mechanisms remain uncertain given the evidence for a cerebellar 

etiology. It’s possible that cognitive and behavioral changes are a result of the progressive cerebellar 

dysfunction of ET itself; alternately, they may be a feature of concomitant neurodegenerative diseases 

that have been associated with essential tremor, including both cerebellar diseases such as progressive 

supranuclear palsy, and non-cerebellar related diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease. 

This study aims to investigate the presence of frontal behaviors in a large ET population and relate 

those behaviors to specific areas of the cerebellum. Further, we aim to elucidate what larger networks 

are involved in cerebellar regulation of these frontal behaviors.  

 

5.2 SUMMARY 
 
Patients with essential tremor (ET) often present with non-motor symptoms including dysexecutive 

behaviors. While cerebellar pathology is noted in ET, cerebellar contributions to behavioral 

symptoms and cortico-cerebellar connectivity has not been previously investigated in this population. 

Structural MRI and behavioral assessments were obtained in 105 ET patients. The Frontal Systems 
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Behavioral Scale (FrSBe) was used to assess overall dysexecutive behaviors and subscales of Apathy, 

Disinhibition, and Executive Dysfunction. The relationship between behavioral scores and cerebellar 

atrophy was investigated using voxel-based morphometry (VBM). To ascertain cortico-cerebellar 

network connectivity, VBM results were used as seed regions in a functional connectivity analysis 

using a separate connectome derived from resting state fMRI in 1,000 healthy subjects. All four 

FrSBe scores were significantly elevated. Overall behavioral symptoms correlated with cerebellar 

atrophy in Crus I, Crus II, and lobule IX. Apathy networks correlated positively with the midbrain, 

thalamus, and striatum, and anticorrelated with the parietal cortex. Disinhibition networks were 

evident in the occipital cortex, with anticorrelations in temporal and frontal cortices. Executive 

dysfunction networks related to anterior cerebellum, midbrain, thalamus, and occipital cortex, with 

anticorrelations seen diffusely across temporal and frontal cortices. These results are the first to 

associate clinically elevated dysexecutive behaviors in ET to localized grey matter atrophy in the 

cerebellum, and the first to relate those areas in the cerebellum to larger cerebral networks.  

 

5.3 INTRODUCTION 
 
Essential tremor (ET) is one of the most common motor movement disorders, with an estimated 

prevalence of ~3.2 cases per 1,000 individuals that increases to 28.7 cases per 1,000 in those aged 

80+ years (Barbosa et al., 2013; Julian Benito-León et al., 2005; Haerer et al., 1982; Elan D Louis et 

al., 1995) . Although tremor is the defining feature of ET, emerging evidence indicates a spectrum of 

non-motor symptoms including cognitive and psychiatric symptoms (Chatterjee et al., 2004; 

Gasparini et al., 2001; Hughes et al., 2019; Elan D. Louis, 2010; Thenganatt & Louis, 2012).  

Elevated levels of apathy and executive dysfunction have been described in several cohorts(Bermejo-

Pareja, 2011; Musacchio et al., 2016). While the etiology of ET is likely heterogeneous, an expanding 

body of literature implies that cerebellar dysfunction plays an important role in the pathophysiologic 

process (Julián Benito-León & Louis, 2006; Helmich et al., 2013; Holtbernd & Shah, 2021).  A meta-
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analysis of abnormalities in ET shows diffuse alterations across the cerebellum, including motor 

areas (in lobules I-IV) and cognitive areas (including lobules VI-IX, and Crus I and II), emphasizing 

the heterogeneity of cerebellar-related ET neurodegenerative processes (Cerasa & Quattrone, 2016). 

Transdiagnostically, impairments to posterior cerebellar function are linked to alterations in 

emotion and cognition. Specifically, lobules VI, IX, and Crus I and II, are associated with cognitive 

executive dysfunction and impaired affect (J D Schmahmann & Sherman, 1998; Stoodley & 

Schmahmann, 2010; Tavano et al., 2007). These findings have been extended to a broad range of 

populations, including autism spectrum disorder, Friedreich ataxia, and schizophrenia.  Linking 

behavioral symptoms and the posterior cerebellum (particularly lobules VI, IX, Crus I and II) is an 

important step in clarifying the localization of behavioral symptoms to the cerebellum in ET. Already, 

recent studies in ataxic disorder suggest an elevated rate of impulsivity, reward-based behaviors, and 

disinhibition (Aumann et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2022).   While elevated rates of apathy and cognitive 

executive dysfunction are reported in ET, there are few studies that address behavioral disinhibition 

(Miquel et al., 2019).  

The present study aims to evaluate dysexecutive behaviors in ET and their relationship to 

cerebellar atrophy, as well as related functional networks. We tested the hypothesis that in a large ET 

cohort, atrophy in the posterior cerebellum would be associated with overall dysexecutive behavior 

including apathy, behavioral disinhibition, and cognitive executive dysfunction. Furthermore, 

posterior cerebellar atrophy in these patients would be functionally related to the ventral striatum and 

frontal cortex. 

 

5.4 METHODS 
 
Participants   

In this retrospective study, 105 patients with ET were seen at the Vanderbilt University Medical 

Center (VUMC) Department of Neurology (Nashville, TN) as part of a screening assessment for 
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candidacy for deep brain stimulation surgical treatment and completed written and informed consents 

as approved by the Vanderbilt Institutional Review Board. The diagnosis of ET was made by a 

movement disorders neurologist according to established criteria (Bhatia et al., 2018). Demographic 

data are described in Table 5-1. 

 

Dysexecutive Behaviors 

Patients’ caregivers completed the Frontal Systems Behavioral exam (FrSBE), which is a 46-item 

questionnaire that measures behaviors associated with dysfunction of frontal systems (Grace & 

Malloy, 2001b). We used the total score and three subscale scores for “Apathy” (14 items), 

(behavioral) “Disinhibition” (15 items), and (cognitive) “Executive Dysfunction” (17 items) 

describing current behaviors. FrSBe raw scores were converted to standardized T-scores (mean = 50, 

standard deviation = 10), norm-referenced for age, sex, and education (Grace & Malloy, 2001b; Stout 

et al., 2003). Per manual recommendations, average T scores range from 40 to 60, elevated scores of 

61 to 64 indicate borderline dysfunction, and scores ≥65 indicate clinically significant 

neurobehavioral abnormalities (Grace & Malloy, 2001b). The FrSBE has been shown to have high 

internal consistency and validity (Carvalho et al., 2013; Grace & Malloy, 2001b; Malloy & Grace, 

2005). It can be completed by either the patient or a caregiver, the latter of which can prove 

particularly useful, as patients do not always have insight into behavioral symptoms.   

 

Image Acquisition 

Brain imaging was performed using a 3.0T MRI scanner (Achieva, Philips Healthcare, the 

Netherlands) using phased-array SENSE 8-channel reception and body coil transmission. Scanning 

included a 3D structural T1-weighted whole brain image, (MPRAGE, TR/TE=8.9/4.6 ms; turbo 

gradient echo factor=131; spatial resolution=1x1x1 mm3). General anesthesia was administered for 

the duration of the MR imaging as part of the standard-of-care protocol for Deep Brain Stimulation 
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surgical planning. The functional imaging data (fMRI) were acquired in a separate publicly available 

population of 1,000 healthy adult subjects (Buckner et al., 2014). fMRI data were acquired on a 3T 

MRI scanner (Siemens, Germany) with a 12-channel phased-array head coil using a gradient-echo 

echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence sensitive to blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) 

contrast (TR/TE= 3,000ms/30 ms; flip angle = 85°, FOV = 216mm, spatial resolution = 3x3x3 mm3).   

 

Voxel Based Morphometry Analyses 

Each subject’s T1-weighted scan was first corrected for inhomogeneity bias field using the N4 method 

(Tustison et al., 2010). We then generated probability tissue maps (gray matter (GM), white matter 

(WM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) using the Atropos method (Avants, Tustison, Wu, et al., 2011). 

Spatial normalizations were conducted using a deformable model on the Parkinson’s Disease temple 

from the Montreal Neurological Institute (ICBM-MNI PD25) (Xiao et al., 2015) and the symmetric 

normalization method provided by the ANTs toolbox (Avants, Tustison, Song, et al., 2011). Spatially 

normalized GM maps were then modulated using the Jacobian determinant to preserve the amount 

of gray matter volume from the original image. Finally, spatial smoothing was performed with a 

Gaussian kernel with FWHM equal to 8mm. Data were then processed using Statistical Parametric 

Mapping 12 software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) to evaluate structural properties and 

associations with FrSBe scores. To evaluate differences in GM volume in relation to disinhibition 

subscale scores, we performed a general linear model within the GM volumes of the entire cerebellum 

controlling for age and sex. To adjust for multiple comparisons, we used a false discovery rate-

corrected p-value (pcorr) threshold of 0.05. Cluster location is based on the SUIT Atlas available in 

the FSL library (Diedrichsen, 2006; Diedrichsen et al., 2009).  

 

Atrophy Network Mapping 
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We quantitatively tested whether dysexecutive behavior-related cerebellar atrophy was functionally 

connected to cerebral regions previously described to be involved in frontal behaviors, particularly 

those related to the FrSBe (Baillieux et al., 2008; Bhalsing et al., 2014; Cummings, 1993; R. M. Kelly 

& Strick, 2003; Lansdall et al., 2017; Middleton & Srrick, 1997; Middleton & Strick, 2000; Pierce 

& Péron, 2020; J. D. Schmahmann, 2001; Jeremy D. Schmahmann & Caplan, 2006; Timmann & 

Daum, 2007). Specifically, we used a method called atrophy network mapping to compute the 

temporal correlation between spontaneous brain activity recorded from the p-corrected significant 

grey matter region-of-interest from our VBM results and all other parts of the brain(Tetreault, Phan, 

Orlando, et al., 2020; Tetreault, Phan, Petersen, et al., 2020). First, VBM atrophy results in PD25-

MNI space were registered to MNI152 space using FSL FLIRT and FNIRT (FSL v6.0; FMRIB). 

Using a publicly available normative functional connectivity dataset of 1,000 healthy volunteers from 

the Brain Genomics Superstruct Project (GSP), we measured average blood oxygenation level-

dependent (BOLD) time-courses within the seed region and correlated these values with the BOLD 

time course at every other brain voxel. Resulting r-values were converted to a normal distribution 

using Fischer’s r-to-z transform and were used to compute a single-group, voxel-wise t-test across 

the 1,000 subjects in the normative dataset to generate network t-maps. To visualize these maps, we 

thresholded and binarized each map at t > 20, corresponding to a voxel-wise Bonferroni corrected p-

value < 0.05.  

 

5.5 RESULTS 
 
Sample Characteristics 

Table 5-1 reports demographics and clinical characteristics of the 105 ET cohort, including FrSBe 

T-scores. Participants were, on average, 67 years of age, had 14 years of education, and an 18-year 

disease duration. The severity of tremor was rated moderate-to-high, as indicated by their  
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Washington Heights–Inwood Genetic Study 

(WHIGET) and Fahn-Tolosa-Marin (FTM) 

scores (Fahn S et al., 1988; Elan D. Louis et 

al., 1997). Mean FrSBe T-scores were all 

significantly elevated (i.e., T-score ≥ 65; 

Grace & Malloy, 2001a): total score was 73.70 

± 15.55 and subscale score means were 74.53 

± 13.95 for Apathy, 70.94 ± 17.83 for 

Disinhibition, and 66.55 ± 14.19 for Executive 

Dysfunction (Table 5-1). 

 

FrSBe Apathy Subscale and imaging 

correlates 

After applying this VBM approach, we found 

significant atrophy in the posterior cerebellum, 

with the largest clusters of atrophy located 

bilaterally in lobule IX (pcorr < 0.001) and 

smaller clusters located in left Crus II (pcorr < 

0.001), and in the right Crus I area (pcorr = 0.02) 

(Fig. 5-1). There were no significant positive 

associations with grey matter density and apathy scores. After application of our VBM results as a 

seed region, we found significant BOLD connectivity correlation within a large portion of the 

cerebellum (overlapping the seed in Crus I and Crus II, but not in lobule IX), particularly along the 

antero-medial cerebellum including lobules I-VI, VIIa, VIIb, and IX (Figure 5-2). Additionally, we 

see areas of correlated connectivity in the pons, in the midbrain including substantia nigra, and 

 Table 5-1. Demographics and clinical 

characteristics 

   Essential Tremor 
 Total n 105 
 Sex (M/F) 65/40 
 Age 67.16 ± 9.17 
 Years of Education 14.11 ± 2.77 
 Disease Duration 18.15 ± 13.61 
 Tremor Score*  

 WHIGET total score (n = 38) 28.61 ± 10.53 
 FTM scale score (n = 61) 50.58 ± 17.08 
 FrSBe Total Score 73.70 ± 15.55 
 Apathy 74.53 ± 13.95 
 Disinhibition 70.94 ± 17.83 
 Executive Dysfunction 66.55 ± 14.19 
 Medications*  

 Primidone 52.4% 
 Beta-blockers 42.9% 
 Gabapentin 28.6% 
 Topiramate 13.3% 
 Benzodiapines 15.2% 
 Dopamine replacement 

therapy 9.5% 

 Data are shown as the average ± the standard deviation. 
WHIGET = Washington Heights-Inwood Genetic Study 
FTM = Fahn-Tolosa-Marin scale 
FrSBe = Frontal Systems Behavior Scale 
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ascending into thalamus and putamen (Fig. 5-2). We do not see any positive BOLD associated 

activity in the cortical areas of the cerebrum. Next, when we assessed anticorrelated BOLD activity 

associated with the VBM-based seed region, we found significant anticorrelations bilaterally in the 

temporal cortex 

(Brodmann’s area 

21), in the left 

somatosensory cortex 

(Brodmann’s area 7), 

midline precuneus, 

and a smaller cluster 

in the left motor 

cortex (Brodmann’s 

area 4) (Fig. 5-2). We 

did not find any significant anticorrelated activity in subcortical structures or within the cerebellum.  

 

 

Figure 5-2. Ascending axial slices of BOLD connectivity related to Apathy VBM seed region with positive 
correlations shown in red-hot colors and anticorrelations shown in blue-cool colors. 

Figure 5-1. Apathy-related atrophy voxel-based morphometry (VBM) clusters (red) 
shown in sagittal (A), axial (B), and coronal (C) views. VBM results displayed using the 
SUIT flatmap (D) of the cerebellum with lobule labels for better visualization. 
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3.3 FrSBe Disinhibition Subscale and imaging correlates 

After applying the VBM method correlating grey matter density with disinhibition subscale scores, 

we find significant clusters 

of atrophy bilaterally in 

Crus I (pcorr = 0.012) (Fig. 5-

3). There were no 

significant positive 

correlations between grey 

matter density and 

disinhibition scores. Using 

our VBM results as a seed 

region to assess functional 

connectivity related differences, we find significant positive BOLD correlated activity bilaterally in 

Figure 5-4. Disinhibition-related atrophy voxel-based morphometry (VBM) clusters 
(red) shown in sagittal (A), axial (B), and coronal (C) views. VBM results displayed on 
flatmap (D) (SUIT atlas) of the cerebellum for better visualization. 

Figure 5-3. Ascending axial slices of BOLD connectivity related to Disinhibition VBM seed region with positive 
correlations shown in red-hot colors and anticorrelations shown in blue-cool colors. 
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the cerebellum in lobules VIIb, VIIIb, lobule IX, and along vermis V, VI, and VIIb, with no overlap 

in the seed region.  

 

Positive correlations in the greater cerebrum are seen in the occipital lobe, and more anteriorly 

in the superior cerebellar peduncles, posterior thalamus, and tail of the caudate (Fig. 5-4). 

Additionally, we find significant anticorrelated BOLD connectivity in the cerebellum along the 

lateral edge of Crus I and Crus II, with no overlapping connectivity to seed region (Fig. 5-4). In the 

cerebrum, we find significant anticorrelated BOLD connectivity bilaterally in the somatosensory 

cortex (Brodmann’s area 7), precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex (Brodmann’s areas 21 and 23), 

caudate, temporal cortex (Brodmann’s area 21 and 20), and anteriorly in medial prefrontal cortex 

(Brodmann’s Areas 9, 10, 32), anterior cingulate cortex, dorso-medial prefrontal cortex (Brodmann’s 

Areas 6, 8, and 9), and lateral orbito-frontal cortex (Brodmann’s Area 11). (Fig. 5-4). 

 

FrSBe Executive Dysfunction Subscale and imaging correlates 

After applying the VBM method correlating grey matter density with Executive Dysfunction 

subscale scores, we find the largest clusters of atrophy localized bilaterally in lobule IX (pcorr < 

0.001), and a second 

cluster along the 

Right VI-Crus I 

border (pcorr = 0.003) 

(Fig. 5-5). There 

were no significant 

positive correlations 

between grey matter 

density and 
Figure 5-5. Executive Dysfunction-related atrophy voxel-based morphometry (VBM) 
clusters (red) shown in sagittal (A), axial (B), and coronal (C) views. VBM results 
displayed on flatmap (D) (SUIT atlas) of the cerebellum for better visualization. 
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Executive Dysfunction scores. Using these significant clusters as seed regions for BOLD 

connectivity analyses, we found significant positively correlated BOLD connectivity in antero-

medial portion of the cerebellum covering most of the lobules with the exception of Crus I, Crus II, 

and lobule IX (Fig. 5-6). Positive correlations are also seen in the pons, substantia nigra, thalamus, 

occipital cortex, and sensory-motor cortex (Fig. 5-6). Additionally, we find significant anticorrelated 

BOLD connectivity bilaterally in the somatosensory cortex (Brodmann’s area 7) and prefrontal 

cortex (Brodmann’s areas 6, 8, and 10) (Fig. 5- 6). We do not see any significant anticorrelated BOLD 

connectivity in the cerebellum.  

Collectively, these VBM results cluster primarily in the Crus I and lobule IX areas in the 

cerebellum and are in line with previously reported findings of non-motor functions in the cerebellum 

having multiple areas of representation, particularly located in lobules VI-Crus I, lobules Crus II-

VIIb, and lobules IX-X (Likova et al., 2021), further crediting the idea of reciprocal roles of function 

within the cerebellum.  

 

 

Figure 5-6. Axial view of BOLD connectivity related to Executive Dysfunction VBM seed region with positive 
correlations shown in red-hot colors and anticorrelations shown in blue-cool colors. 
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5.6 DISCUSSION 
 
In this study we observe significantly elevated dysexecutive behaviors in a large ET cohort, where 

apathy and behavioral disinhibition relate to atrophy in Crus I/II and lobule IX. Apathy and executive 

dysfunction are noted in previous studies of patients with ET (Bermejo-Pareja, 2011; Elan D. Louis 

et al., 2012; Musacchio et al., 2016), but these results extend these findings in linking cerebellar 

atrophy in the Crus I/II area, and lobule IX to clinically elevated behavioral symptoms. Our results 

support previous findings of cerebellar involvement in ET, where cerebellar atrophy in the vermis, 

Crus I, and lobule IX, were noted (Hett et al., 2021). Also, the cerebellar atrophy patterns conform 

to the proposed ‘triple representation’ of non-motor function: area VI/Crus I, Crus II and lobule VIIB, 

and lobules IX/X (Guell et al., 2018). Taken together, this study emphasizes the role of the cerebellum 

in behavioral control, further localizing the Crus I/II and lobule IX to ‘frontal’ behaviors. 

Apathy-related symptoms have been noted in ET populations previously (Elan D. Louis, 

2010, 2016; Elan D. Louis et al., 2012; Thenganatt & Louis, 2012). There is a paucity of data 

describing disinhibited behaviors in ET, with a single finding of pronounced disinhibition in social 

interactions or inhibition accompanied by blunted affect (Lombardi et al., 2001). To our knowledge, 

this is the first study to show elevated disinhibition in ET. The relationship between apathy and 

impulsivity has been investigated previously, and was postulated to be at the opposing spectrum of 

dopamine-related behaviors(Sierra et al., 2015), despite positively correlated measures of apathy and 

impulsivity(Petitet et al., 2021). Ahearn and colleagues showed that in PD, those with apathy report 

greater attentional-impulsivity, and persons with impulsive-compulsive behaviors (ICBs) have 

elevated apathy scores, particularly related to social indifference (Ahearn et al., 2012b). If one 

considers these behaviors in the context of behavioral motivation, a diminished internal ability to 

motivate actions and an increase in automatic responsiveness for highly salient stimuli could manifest 

with both apathy and disinhibition. Our results lend credit to these behaviors existing along parallel 
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behavioral presentation and being related components of larger frontal network dysfunction. Here, 

we show that these symptoms map to the crus I/II area, which suggests that the cerebellum is 

important for regulating multi-dimensional behavioral symptoms like apathy and impulsivity and 

may play an integral role in sustained goal-directed behavior.  

 

Investigating putative cerebellar networks revealed regionally distinct anticorrelated and 

correlated networks. Anticorrelated posterior cerebellum networks include the frontal cortex (medial 

PFC), lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and parietal lobes. Correlated networks involve the striatum, 

midbrain, occipital lobe, and cerebellum. We integrate these results by inferring a model of putative 

network changes in ET, and how these results inform cerebellum function and behavior. 

Anticorrelated BOLD connectivity patterns may suggest an inhibitory direction from the posterior 

cerebellum to frontal cortex, particularly along the medial PFC. This network is necessary for 

sustained attention, inhibitory control, decision making, and working memory (synthesized in Jobson 

et al., 2021). Disinhibition-related BOLD patterns also show an anticorrelated activity in the lateral 

orbitofrontal cortex, another important region for behavioral control (Petersen et al., 2018; Rolls, 

2004; Torregrossa et al., 2008; Trujillo et al., 2019; Zeeb et al., 2010). We hypothesize that these 

anticorrelations reflect a cerebellar-mediated inhibitory regulation of frontal cortical areas via 

cerebello-thalamo-cortical networks. In ET, reductions in cerebellar coordinated prefrontal inhibition 

may result in poor executive functioning and behavioral dysregulation. This idea is supported by 

studies in animals and healthy human adults (Adamaszek et al., 2017; Miquel et al., 2019, 2016; 

Moulton et al., 2014), as well as in patients with ET (Hughes et al., 2019) and ataxic disorders (Chen 

et al., 2022). Together, these results suggest that the cerebellum is necessary for inhibitory control 

(Hirose et al., 2014) and future studies should integrate models of anticorrelated functional 

connectivity to infer cerebellar based regulation of cortical function.  
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Apathy-related cerebellar BOLD activity seeds revealed strong positive associations in 

subcortical regions of the thalamus, putamen, and caudate. Lesions to the striatum manifest with 

apathy, particularly in the context of action (Delgado et al., 2004; Yamada et al., 2004). The networks 

that subserve executive dysfunction and apathy are similar, although they differ in the thalamus, with 

apathy-related activity localizing more in the ventral anterior and ventral lateral nuclei, and executive 

dysfunction-related activity localizing more in the pulvinar region, suggesting specific outputs for 

each of these behavioral networks. Viral tracing studies in non-human primates show several motor 

and non-motor output pathways from the cerebellum to the basal ganglia via the thalamus, and are 

topographically organized to separate regions of the putamen and globus pallidus (reviewed in Hoshi, 

2006)(Hoshi, 2006). Furthermore, there is evidence supporting direct cerebellar-basal ganglia 

connections, particularly from the dentate nucleus (Milardi et al., 2019). Additional research links 

the release of dopamine in the caudate and increased dopamine production in the substantia nigra 

following stimulation of the dentate nucleus in cats (A. Nieoullon et al., 1977), which suggests 

directional modulation of the cerebellum on the basal ganglia activity.  We do not see any significant 

disinhibition-related BOLD activity in the basal ganglia, suggesting that dysregulation of cortical 

areas, specifically, medial prefrontal and orbitofrontal areas, results in lack of inhibitory control.  If 

the cerebellum is involved in coordinating activation and inhibition of prefrontal cortical areas, the 

cerebellum should be included in the description of mesocorticolimbic circuitry (Miquel et al., 2019, 

2016; Moulton et al., 2014). 

Cerebellar regulation of appropriate timing and responsivity of prefrontal cortical regions 

could lead to dysfunctional communication with striatal areas also involved in behavioral regulation. 

Anatomical viral tracing evidence from Strick and colleagues show a “prefrontal loop” that links 

prefrontal cortex to the cognitive Crus I and Crus II areas of the cerebellum (R. M. Kelly & Strick, 

2003; Middleton & Strick, 2000; Strick et al., 2009). Likewise, a resting state BOLD study revealed 

that Crus I and Crus II have high connectivity with the prefrontal cortex (O’Reilly et al., 2010). 
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Although our results and evidence in the literature support the notion of cerebellar regulation of 

cortical activity, our connectivity data do not provide a temporal or directional relationship. We 

speculate that correlated activity between the basal ganglia and cerebellum reflects a cerebrum-to-

cerebellum directionality, whereas anticorrelations between the cerebellum and frontal cortices 

reflect a “bottom-up” cerebellum-to-cerebrum flow of information.  

 

We emphasize that behavioral symptoms are assessed by caregivers, which have been shown 

to have more reliable responses, especially when considering a population in which introspection 

may be limited due to disease burden. One limitation of this study is that while we used the seed 

regions from the ET cohort, our functional connectivity data is based on connectivity in healthy 

human brains, so it is possible that this connectivity is altered in a different way in an ET cohort. We 

hope that these proposed networks can be assessed in future studies of ET and ataxia that assess the 

cerebellum and behavioral regulation. As previous studies have reported triple representation of non-

motor regions in cerebellum (areas Crus I, Crus II, and lobule IX), our findings support this triplicate 

model of cerebellar organization. The finding of elevated levels of disinhibited behaviors in ET, and 

the localization to the cerebellum, should inform future investigations of ET pathology. Another 

limitation is a sample of 105 patients who were identified as part of a cohort eligible for Deep Brain 

Stimulation (DBS) surgery, which may not represent ET as a whole given that these patents have 

more severe and medically refractory illness. Although we acknowledge these limitations, our 

findings indicate significant behavioral symptoms in this population that warrant further investigation 

into a disease that is primarily considered a movement disorder. Future research is needed to fully 

elucidate the role of the cerebellum in these behaviors. These dysexecutive behaviors are likely 

negatively impacting patients’ quality of life and should be considered by treatment providers to 

improve treatment planning.  
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5.7 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Here we provide evidence for increased familial reported rates of three frontal behaviors in Essential 

Tremor, including apathy, disinhibition, and executive dysfunction, and localize these behaviors to 

atrophy in regions of the cerebellum thought to be involved in behavioral control. Further, we use 

these behavior-related atrophy changes in the cerebellum to investigate larger brain networks 

involved in these behaviors in a larger normative cohort. Study results emphasize the presence of 

clinically elevated apathy, disinhibition, and executive dysfunction in essential tremor and 

relationship of these behaviors to cerebellar atrophy localized to the Crus I/II and lobule IX areas. 

These findings expand upon previous behavioral findings in essential tremor and are the first to 

associate clinically elevated dysexecutive behaviors in ET to localized grey matter atrophy in the 

cerebellum, and the first to relate those areas in the cerebellum to larger cerebral networks. These 

findings will encourage future studies investigating the role of the cerebellum in behavioral 

regulation, biological mechanisms by which behavioral regulation from cerebellum to cerebrum 

occurs, and the relationship between cerebellar function and frontal behaviors. 
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

This dissertation aimed to investigate behavioral symptoms and anatomical correlates with a focus 

on cerebellar regulation of inhibition. Overall, I found novel cerebellar relationships with impulsivity 

related behaviors in both Parkinson’s disease and essential tremor patient populations, which should 

be considered when planning and developing treatment plans in these populations. Using a 

combination of behavioral questionnaires and imaging techniques I’ve shown that the 

mesocorticolimbic system is important in regulating impulsive behaviors, especially the ventral 

striatum and prefrontal cortex. Further, I have provided new evidence that the cerebellum expresses 

measurable dopamine receptors and likely plays a role in behavioral regulation through dopamine 

networks. Further research is needed to fully elucidate the role of the cerebellum in behavioral 

regulation and how it may fit into the mesocorticolimbic network. Use of animal models such as non-

human primates, which have a more comparable cerebellum to that of humans, could provide 

information on anatomical connections between the cerebellum and mesocorticolimbic areas (via 

viral tract tracing), and measure dopamine release more directly (through cyclic voltammetry, 

optogenetics, or DREADDs). Understanding the role of the cerebellum in behavioral regulation could 

pave the way for a new therapeutic target for not just movement disorders, but other disease states in 

which these larger networks are implicated, such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), 

cerebellar ataxias, autism, and/or schizophrenia.  
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